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Guess Who Gets To Baii Out
?
The Asian Economy.
The IMF Owns US!

Reme

stashed in "Bushm-typeaccounts and those were mostly located in the Cow
Islands. You know, that old coalition between factions of the British mob and
the Bush mob. So, there are many resources from which to set up and draw
(Pleasesee Remember The IMF Owns US!p.23)

SO- WHAT IS
A SUPERFUND?

1

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

Like anything else of which we might speak there are often
many facets to what is ACTUALLY taking place. When we
talk of superfunds, what would that possibly mean? Well,
obviously it is larger, bigger, more important, or more
set-aside, more flexible, etc. than a "fund" of some kid.
We hive spoken oAen withii the past three years of George
Bush's "Superfund" and that, of course, wadis based on a
Bonus Gold CertificateIContract originally from Peru. Also,
during the Iran-Contra fiasco, there were billions of dollars
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technology (ask Boeing how their plant in China is
coming along), by stealth (ask the sales people in
the booths a t the electronic trade shows how
closely they have to watch their Chinese shoppers)
or by blatant influence buying. (See Senator
1/3/98 DR. AL OVERHOLT
promising not to file any claims with Medicare for ~ h o m ~ s o nhearing
's
transcripis if you require
any services provided to any patients for two further proof!)
SUIT CHALLENGES
years.
Likewise, the international corporations view
GOVERNMENT'S ROLE IN
In other words, a doctor who signs even one China as the next great market. (After all, YOU
WDICARE OPTION
private contract must agree to stay completely out already have a car, a toaster, a TV and a
of the Medicare program for two years. Few microwave.) To them, it is both a source of cheap
UPDATE ON THIS STORY
dactors a r e willing to make such a financial labor and an unlimited new market. (Check the
sacrifice. [End quoting]
latest population figures for China, compare to the
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
Who do you trust the most, your doctor or the US.)
12/3 1/97: [quoting]
government? I feel most doctors would be far
The question then arises, "Are we leading
A new federal law scheduled to take effect more trustworthy today if the government and the China down the road to democracy and freedom fbr
Thursday has set off a fierce dispute over the right Rockefellers had kept their greedy hands out of the the millions of Chinese people or are we being
of elderly people to choose their own health care medical field,
gently herded into @ ChinesefRussian version of a
and to negotiate fees with their doctors.
I feel safer trusting a doctor, even today, more 'New World Order'"?
Jiang was quoted as saying prior to his trip, "I
A conservative group that represents more than than I trust a greedy, lying, power-hungry
a half-million elderly people filed suit in Federal government agent.
hope the American people will understand that the
District Court here Tuesday to block the law,
They didn't do this to protect the elderly-it U.S. democracy and freedom are not absolute
which was included in the balanced-budget bill was to cut money for Medicare and gain further concepts, and they must be brought into
signed last summer by President Clinton.
control over the elderly.
consistency with the economic development,
Republicans originally drafted the legislation to
history, cultural traditions and education of the
guarantee that doctors could sign private contracts
ON JIANG ZEMTN'S VISIT
people."
with Medicare beneficiaries willing to pay mare
Freedom i s not an absolute concept? Why
than the fees set by the government. But in an
From THE FREE AMERICAN, Dec. 1997: must we be brought into consistency? Which
people? Whose traditions? Whose History?
effort t o protect elderly people against price [quoting]
Following in the footsteps of his associates,
gouging by doctors, Democrats insisted that
On October 27, the stock market dropped
Congress impose many restrictions on the use of 54 1.26 points. Bill Gates of Microsoft lost 1.75 like Wang Jun, Jiang is having tea with Clinton
such private contracts.
BILLION dollars in a single day. As I write this, today. How many of you reading this are confident
Plaintiffs in the lawsuit, led by the United the market i s supposedly rallying. This is that your president is standing up to Jiang, telling
Seniors Association, contend that the law, rather primarily due to the large corpora%4ons,like IBM him how OUR history and cultural traditions are
than protecting elderly patients, severely limits and ATLT, and investment funds buying back far superior to the more recent standards imposed
their right to use their own money t o buy more their own stocks to bolster confidence in the on the people of China by his revoJution? Do you
health care, or pay higher fees, trdn Medicare 'market. It nay.& teat the c ~ ~ , ~~ pa e lc tlhas
,
think Cliqton is hammering J i a ~ gto release the
deems appropriate.
been held off for a few more rrfdntha, or even political prisoners'rottihg in Chinese jails?The lawsuit i s the opening salvo in what years, but I find the sudden drop extremely more freedoms? Hold honest elections? Quit
promises to be a long-running battle in federal suspicious in lieu of the source of this mini-panic. backing North Korea's nuclear bomb projects?
courts and in Congress over the new law.
The talking heads on TV are all abuzz about' Give up on re-acquiring Taiwan?
I don't think so!
Sandra Butler, president of the association, this "market correction". The origin of this
asserted that the law would destroy "seniors' "domino effect" was a crash of the Hong-Kong
A more likely scenario:
Jiang: "Is it OK to talk in here?"
ability t o pay the doctor of their choice, for stock market. This news coincided with the arrival
Clinton: "You think I'm an idiot like Nixon?
services of their choice, without the interference of in the U.S. of Jiang Zemin, the "President" of the
the federal government."
No way. I have the KGB come in and sweep the
Republic of China.
Medicare pays doctors according ta a fee
Was this mini-crash created in much the same - place twice a day. Haven't had any problems since
schedule and strictly limits their ability to charge manner that the stock market crash of 1929 was I got rid of that damn Aldrich. He was always
higher fees even if Medicare patients are willing to engineered? It was reported t h i t J.P. Morgan hassling my guys, about shit like security
pay more. Doctors say that patients are sometimes brought Winston Churchill to the Boor ofthe stock clearances."
Jiang: "My congratulations on your election."
willing to pay two or three times the Medicare fee market t o witness the crash as a demonstration of
for the services of an eminent specialist.
Clinton: "Couldn't have done it without your
the banker's power. Was this drop in the market
Butler and many Republican members of the result of Chillg flexing its economic muscle? help. Americans are so tight these days."
Jiang: "We are pleased with your progress.
Congress contend that Medicare beneficiaries need
The free world (if there really is such an
an unfettered right to sign private contracts with animal) watched silently as C h i d assumed control The implementation of the internal security is
their doctors, even for services that would of Hong Kong. Was the market crash there a going right on schedule. The demonization and
otherwise be covered by Medicare. They say such result of that takeover or did China use its control demoralization of the nationalists is going well.
contracts will become increasingly important as the to influence the market? Since China's Communist W+eare also impressed with the balance of trade
government is tempted to control costs by rationing government controls most of the ilrdustry within its and the realignment of industry to our sector. I am
care.
borders, and heavily influenced our oHm elections a little disappointed with the failure to institute the
But Rep. Pete Stark, D-Calif., said that pritate with its wealth, this scenario cannot be ruled out. ID-card systems and the removal of weapons from
contracts exposed patients t o "extortion" by
It appears that Clinton is endnored of Jiang if your people."
Clinton: "Hey, I've done more than the last
doctors. Sick patients, fighting for their lives, are not indebted to him.
in a weak bargaining position and have no realistic
President Clinton has warned American, (the three presidents, haven't I?" I got the Terrorist
opportunity to negotiate the terms of contracts with dissenting citizens) not to interfere with Jiang's Bill pushed through! I've managed to get enough
their doctors, Stark said.
visit. Demonstrations are being allowed but out of new federal crimes on the books that it won't be
Medicare finances health care for 38 million sight of Jiang. Clinton doesn't want the American long before no American will be able to own a gun.
people who a r e elderly o r disabled. It has a people, still angry over Tiananmen Square, to They won't be able to spit without getting a felony
pervasive influence on the practice of medicine, publicly disagree with the architects of the on their record. Hell, I've already got more of 'em
extending far beyond the'elderly, because most revolution which killed and imprisoned millions of in our work camps than you do!"
Jiang: "Speaking of the Terrorist Bill, initially,
doctors receive some payments from Medicare.
innocent Chinese people.
The new law, the Balanced Budget Act of
China is currently making a bundle on the I thought the bombing was a master stroke, but
1997, says a doctor may enter a private contract American people (check out the tags on all of the there is still entirely too much personal freedom
with a Medicare beneficiary for aspe_&jgi%rn or merghapdjse in Walmart and the trade deficit here. The story i s unraveling. The state of
service only i f the doctor sig$s an affidavit between OS and China) whib rapidly acquiring our Oklahoma is investigating your investigators.
I
em 4
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Magazines like this h e American are appearing
on the newsstands beside Time and Newsweek."
Clinton: "I'm aware of the problem. He sends
me one every month. But I've got this guy listed
as "armed and dangerousn. The FBI's Domestic
Terrorist Task Force is almost together. I could
send them in but, hell, the guy doesn't print that
many and, he lives way out in the desert."
Jiang: "Why are you making excuses??'
Clinton: "Hell, I like the way he writes! OK?"
[End quoting]
Why should Clinton hammer a t any other
country about civil rights after what he did at
Ruby Ridge, Waco and Oklahoma City? This is
political double-speak at its finest.

ANOTHER GOVERNMENT
ASSAULT/INSULT
Be Aware Of
"Dirty-Tricksters-Banksters"!

From a FAX sent by Angie Carlson, 12/17/97:
[quoting]
It's an interesting trap-and one that is very
dangerous. The banks have to report the
transaction, but they don't havo to tell you that
you do, also. You have to report it-or you're a
criminal.
And, the teller can make a bundle for turning
you in.
Early in 1997, the latest in a string of
government regulations that target ordinary
citizens took effect. Because of this you could be
liable for serious trouble without any idea you had
done anythmng. Imagine this scenario:
'You need to send your brother money for a
family emergency.
You walk into your bank and purchase a $3500
money order, with money from your savings
account. The teller handles your transaction and
says nothing. You drop it in the mail and quickly
forget about it. A few days later, you're arrested;
and every penny in your savings account-your
major life savings-is seized.
You're convicted of a felony-failure to file a
"currency transaction report" (CTR), IRS Form
4789. The bank could have done it for you, but
under the law it's your responsibility-and the
teller stands to make a fortune if you don't report
it. [End quoting]
This is one more law to rob you and a t the
same time make you a criminal so they can legally
enslave you. They are passing many of these kinds
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of laws so that you can't possibly live without learn, the ultimate being unconditional love.
becoming a criminal.
After her many years of working with the
dying, Kubler-Ross leaves us with these thoughts
on the subject: "I have no doubt that there's life
BIG TROUBLE-COMING
FAST!
after death. I always say that death can be one of
Excerpted from CONSPIRACY NATION, the greatest experiences ever. It's like walking
12/97: [quoting]
through a door and to the next room, except the
,..I wonder whether when J, Anthony Lukas next room is much, much better than this one.
decided on the title Big Trouble for his book, There's no pain and no anxiety. Live honestly and
about the assassination of Idaho ex-Governor full so that you don't look back and regret that
Frank Steunenberg in 1905, he was thinking "Big you've wasted your life." [End quoting]
Trouble then; Big Trouble now". (The book is
She's painting a rosy picture which I feel for
about much more than the assassination. It takes many won't be true.
several detours in which it sketches labor troubles
We will receive on the other side of the veil
of that time.) We certainly have "big trouble" these what we earned on this side of it. If you are honest
days, with the working people of America with yourself you'll know this. Is it any wonder
struggling to make ends meet. True, there is plenty there are so many people who are afraid of dying,
of "money" and credit being pumped into the considering their behavior?
economy (unlike ca. 1866-1893), so Bill Clinton
RUSSIAN MAC ATTACK
and other flunkeys can say, "Hey. The economy is
good." Good for whom? According t o The
Nation magazine (1 0/20/97), "The estimated
From NEWDA W, Nov./Dec. 1997: [quoting]
combined wealth of the Forbes 400 increased 3 1
The leader of Russia's Liberal Democratic
percent, from $477 billion in 1996 to upwards of Party Vladimir Zhirinovsky made known his
$624 billion this year." Meanwhile, from dire distaste for damaging Western food imports by
necessity, millions of American families must have tearing apart and trampling on a Big Mac.
both husband and wife now as wage-earners. This
As part of a campaign to limit imports of poor
situation is touted as a bold New Day(tm), with quality foodstuffs, Mr. Zhirinovsky said his party
the women now "liberated" to work outside the would demand the expulsion of ambassadors from
home. Over 1 million Americans are warehoused Britain and Belgium, "the main exporters of
in prisons, and more prisons are being built. The poisonous beef".
"good" economy uses many of these prisoners as
He was referring to the 'mad cow' disease
dirt-cheap labor. They compete with illegal crisis earlier this year and reports that British beef
immigrants who, along with "liberated" women, had been illegally exported to Russia through
have hugely increased the labor pool. But with Belgium.
In front of a McDonald's restaurant in central
over a million bankruptcies last year, it seems the
"good times" are ending. We've got Big Trouble. Moscow on 27 August, Mr. Zhirinovsky declared
that the golden arches were a symbol of Western
[End quoting]
It is always encouraging t o find others decadence.
"This is not real meat," he said as he ripped
spreading the truth.
apart the burger. [End quoting]
No wonder Zhirinovsky is such a dark horse
THE FOUR STAGES OF LIFE
AFTER DEATH
among Soviet politicians.
From NEW DA WN, Nov./Dec. 1997: [quoting]
Despite rumors t o the contrary, Elizabeth
Kubler-Ross, the Swiss psychiatrist whose 1969
book, On Death and Dying, brought the subject to
the mainstream, is still very much alive and well.
In fact, she has just written her autobiography, me
W e e l OfLifk. In it, she marks the four stages of
life after death, based on.her interviews with more
than 20,000 patients:
-Phase 1: Leave the physical body. No
matter what the cause of death, the recently
deceased are aware of the scene they just left.
They assan ethereal existence and exprience a
wholeness.
-Phase 2: Meet guides. Leaving body behind,
the deceased enter a state defined as "spirit and
energy". Angels or guides comfort them and
introduce them to previously deceased relatives and
friends. It is a time of "cheerful reunion".
-Phase 3: Enter the tunnel. People report
feeling excitement, tranquillity and the
anticipation of going home. No matter what their
religious background, all agree that seeing the
light t a g h t them there is only one explanation for
the meaning of life, and that is love.
-Phase 4: In the presence of a higher Source.
In this state, people go through a life review to see
what they made of God's greatest gift-free will.
They are asked: "What service have you
rendered?" Their answer determines whether or
not they learned the lessons they were supposed to

BILL CLINTON'S NEW FRIENDS
From NEWDA W, Nov./Dec. 1997: [quoting]
There's good news for those of you who have
lain awake worrying about whether U.S. President
Bill Clinton will find happiness after his term
expires.
The President has been making new friends.
On top of the many bonds he has made in political
circles, he has now made what the Wall Street
Journal describes as "a remarkable circle of
wealthy friends" who vacation with him regularly
at Martha's Vineyard. The Journal says there has
been a real "synergy to these relationships" with
leading financiers and CEO's leading to a virtual
"tycoon lovefest".
This rebirth of Woodstock is a result, they say,
of mutual admiration. The rich respect what
Clinton has done for them. The President "relishes
the lifestyle these people lead," so much so, that
the President is described as "diligently networking
for the next phase of his life".
[It is] (s)o instructive to learn that whoever you
are, networking with those higher up the faodchain
remains important. [End quoting]

CALIFORNIA DREAMIN'
From THlFAMERICANSPECTATOR, The
Prowler section, Jan. 1998: [quoting]
Enroute t o the former Soviet Union in

.
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November, first lady ~ i l l k y
Clinton told staffers
on her plane that husband Bill is favoring a move
to California after he leaves the White House. As
well as being closer to Chelsea at Stanford, and the
opportunity for year-round golf, California offers
an abundance of high-end, corporate law practices
that will pay t o have his name on the door.
"We've got t o go where the money is," Hillary
said, "but we don't want to live in Washington."
Wherever they go, they'll have to buy a house--the
only residence they own is the president's mother's
cabin. The Prowler hears that Clinton pals in both
Hollywood and Santa Barbara have offered to help
finance a new home for the loving couple. The
thinking seems to be, if Ron and Nancy got away
with it, why shouldn't they? [End quoting]
Bill and Hillary-Always Sniff Out And Go
For The MONEY, no matter the wst!
Didn't the Clintons' buddies tell them their
plans to drop California and a bunch of their
Khazarain buddies into the ocean before the year
20001

GEM OF THE DAY
From UNKNOWN newsclip: [quoting]
(Credit Dorothy Parker): If you think there is
some good in everybody, let me remind you that
you haven't met everybody. [End quoting]
For those readers who don't know who Dorothy
was: She was a very famous humorist and
newspaper columnist several decades back. As
such, she had an excellent knowledge base from
which to come to her conclusion. She paid the
ultimate .price for this knowledge-she was
m\udtd,
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sheriff, then I would suggest that you might
contact the sheriff of BIG HORN COUNTY,
WYOMING and/or the sheriff of OWYHEE
COUNTY, IDAHO. These two sheriffs and
possiblylprobably many more in these States,
united, have gone on record as understanding their
duties and their intentions of upholding their oath
of office when it comes t o protecting the
soviergenty of their individual counties.
It appears that the Governor of Arizona, JANE
DEE HULL, has shown more fortitude than you
have in this case, and as far as I know, she has
never bragged about how TOUGH she is.
SHERIFF JOE, YOU ARE THE FINAL LAW
OF MARICOPA COUNTY if you have the
"GUTS" that it takes to be a county sheriff.
-1 sincerely hope that you either decide to act as
a Sheriff or admit that you do not have what it
takes t o be a County Sheriff and resign so that
someone that might have what it takes can assume
your vacated office. YOU HAVE THE POWER
TO PREVENT ANOTHER "RUBY RIDGE" OR
"WAC0"-TWO SLAUGHTERS THAT WERE
CAUSED BY THE B.A.T.F.
Respectfully,
Jerry White
1888 Catalpa Trail
Las Vegas, Nevada 89108
cc to: [Mmy others] [End quoting]
There seem to be very few sheriffs who have
the guts t o stand up against the Feds and their
intimidation and blackmail even if they don't agree
with them. ,
Don't forget the great excuse for shirking their
duty: "I have a family and kids to think about."

this information.
I wonder how the astrologers will handle this.
It seems to me it will mess up all of their charts.
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MONKEYS ARE GIVEN HEAD
TRANSPLANTS
From THESTRATEGY, Australia, Nov. 1997:
[quoting]
Surgeons have transplanted monkeys' heads on
to fresh bodies, paving the way for a new era in
human transplant technology.
By maintaining the brain stem, which deals
with reflexes such as breathing, heart function and
digestion, the research team has been able to keep
the new brain supplied with fresh, oxygenated
blood.
A series of experiments involving up t o 30
animals has allowed surgeons t o perfect a
technique of minimizing loss of blood supply to the
heads during severance operations.
The researchers also believe there was little
disturbance to the monkeys' higher brain fbnctions
as a result of the procedure.
The animals were able to maintain the cycle of
waking and sleeping. They were capable of
visually tracking laboratory staff and could react
to voices and noises.
Their facial nerves were still operational and
they could eat and drink normally.
THINK ABOUT IT! WHAT NEXT? [End
quoting]
A month or two ago there was aa episode on
The Learning Channel (TLC) on TV about this
and they showed them working on the monkeys in
the Whyaren't
lab.
the mimrtl-rights groups yelling
their heads off over this?

From THE FREE AMERICAN, Dec. 1997: NASA PLANS MEGA BALLOON
[quoting]
Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
The UN Development Program has a new plan
to erase poverty worldwide. The 'Global Poverty 12/23/97: [quoting]
A balloon taller than a 30-story building and
Initiative" will bring 100 cities together in a call
for action. World wide wealth is estimated at $25 wider than 100 yards will be built by NASA to
trillion even while there is more poverty than ever. carry instruments to near the edge of space.
The balloon will carry more weight higher and
[End quoting]
This plan to erase poverty includes killing off fly longer than any other scientific balloon, said
UPDATE ON NEW RIVER
more than 80% of the population over the next Jack Tueller, a Goddard Space Flight Center
From a FAX, sent by Jerry White, 12/22/97: couple of years. All of the poverty and the bugs- astrophysicist and chief project scientist for the
viruses, etc.-the UN and others are creating and Ultra Long Duration Balloon Project.
[quoting]
The balloon would lift about 3,000 pounds
Las Vegas, Nevada, 2 1 December 1997
using are part of this plan.
more than 22 miles high and would stay aloft for
Joseph M. Arpaio
100 days, long enough to circle the globe about
ANOTHER EARTH FOUND IN
Maricopa County Sheriff
102 West Madison
OUR SOLAR SYSTEM
five times if the winds are right. [End quoting]
Can you imagine them using "horse and buggy"
Phoenix, Arizona 85003
THE
STRATEGY,
Australia,
Nov.
1997:
technology
in the spaceage? What shows the Elite
From
Re: NEW RIVER, ARIZONA, MARICOPA
will put on to keep their advanced tecnology under
COUNTY
[quoting]
The Australian, New Zealand and the Pacific cover from the sheeple.
UFO Hotline, monitored today at 10:15 UTC the
Dear Sheriff Joe,
I have read in many publications over the years foilowing statement from Russia's Voice of FJLAYOR SAVES TOWN MONEY
BY ENDING PROPERTY TAX
that you claim t o be the "TOUGHEST SHERIFF Russia, World News Service.
VoR reports that information to hand says our
IN AMERICA". In as much as John McGaw and
Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
his jack-booted raiders have unlawfully invaded solar system has two EARTHS. The informtion
your county, NOW I S THE TIME FOR YOU TO said, a,planet whose mass and dimensions equal 12/23/97: [quoting]
FORT LAWN, S.C.-Mayor Earl Thrailkill
t located behind the Sun, on the
PROVE THAT YOU HAVEN'T BEEN JUST our home ~ f a a eis
BRAGGING. I w ~ u l dsay that it is time for you other side of the sofar system, jt never shows up wanted tb save taxpayers a few dollars. And he
"to either fish or c u t bail". I f you did not have because it takes it, and EARTH exactly the same found jast the tioht: a whole year without property
your fingers crossed when you took your oath of time to orbit the Sun. None the less, it can be seen -taxes for this town of 780 residents in Chester
office, then you are nqw in violtation of your oath. if a space satellite with a telesctlpe aboard i d Cmtrty. Thailkill said town officials discovered
that abolishing the property tax actually would
Right now yi5u should sliow th'e people of launchedtowards MARS or VENUS.
,heqr a copy of this statepent call Ross save money. Fort Lawn collects $42,000 in a local
Maricopa Coun6y @at you have the TESTICLES
to handle the sheriff's job or start wearing a dress .Q ~ w on
e 190-224-3529. [End quoting]
sales tax and ab6ut $20;000 in prbperty taxes. But
Hato& gave us this i n f o d o n madf yeais ago. ' t h e ' h n must give more than $20,000 of the sales
so it will be easier for you to squat to urinate. If
It's good that others are willing to put forth tax to the state. If the town doesn't have a
you do not understand the duties of a county

From THE FREE AMERICAN, Dec. 1997:
[quoting]
"Nearly everyone will lie to you given the right
circumstances." -Bill Clinton, Time magazine
Bill, of all people, ought to know! [End
quoting]

pw
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*....-prop&tytax, it can keep all $42,000 of the local organized the lesson for two third-grade classes
sales tax. [End quoting]
last year.
Maybe many other local governments can find
There were no elaborate tombs for burying the
sim- laws that will save some of the enslavement four raw chickens, just holes in the ground at the
taxes for their citizens.
Deltona school.
Parent Jean Walker, who uncovered the bird
GLOBAL W-G
PACT
dubbed "King Tut" grasped the chicken by its
IS SHELVED
wings, holding it up for all to see.
The fowl was brownish black and smelM like
Sensing Anger On Hill,
fermented garbage, which had children plugging
Clinton Delays Action
their noses and pulling shirts over their fases.
"It's disgusting," said Candice Sereneta, 9.
From a FAX sent by N. McLaughlin, 12/18/97:
In spite of the stench, the kids were excited.
"It's fim finding stuff," said Justin Rhodes, 9.
[quoting]
The Clinton admini'stration will delay [End quoting]
submitting a global climate pact t o a hostile
Why can't teachers use the little time they have
Congress indefinitely while it rounds up more with their students to teach them about living and
promises from developing countries to match U.S. life instead of ancient methods of burial. Instead
emissions cuts.
the students come out of school and can't read or
"As we said from the very beginning, we will add well and many we not evar able to get a &cent job.
not submit this agreement for ratification until key
developing nations participate in this effort," Vice
President A1 Gore said on Dec. 11, briefing
From THE NORTHWEST ARKANSAS
reporters on the 160-plus-nation deal reached in
OPINION, 8/13/97: [quoting]
Kyoto, Japan, hours earlier.
The administration "will bring it up in '99
Nearly five years have passed si&e the event I
when the details of Kyoto are forgotten," said one like to think of as "Hillary's Revelationn.
No, I'm not talking about that Hillary. I mean
GOP aide privately.
Senate Republican leadership aides said that little Hillary Stone, the precocious daughter of our
putting the treaty on ice gives Mr. Gore and the county reporter Lori Harrison Stone.
administration a chance to sell the plan, delays a
At the time, Hillary was not quite 3. She and
potentially embarrassing vote for Democrats, and her mother were having a discussion about Heaven
keeps the issue alive for the 2000 presidential in which Hillary was explaining how she looked
forward to returning to Heaven one day.
election. [End quoting]
Don't think he'll give up. Bill and his
Lori was humoring her when from out of the
henchmen will probably get together in the middle blue, her little girl added, "That man in Heaven
of the night sometime soon and pass it-we'll
told me to piak you out."
never knoa abovt
...
$ until we see tfre repulprtarta.
Confused, Lori asked, 'What man?"
"That man in the'picture in the hallway,"
Hillary said.
Lori asked Hillary to show her the picture she
was talking about. From Popular Science, Jan. 1998: [quoting]
They walked around the corner together where
An advanced generation of antilock brakes
developed by ITT7sautomotive division provides Hillary pointed to a picture of Lori's late father,
yet more control in stopping a vehicle under Bill Harrison. He had died four years earlier, or a
slippery conditions.
year before Hillary had been born.
"Him, Mommy, that's the man who tald me
The new system senses when a car is
oversteering (starting to spin out) or understeering when I was still back in Heaven to pick you out, so
(losing steering control) under hard braking on I did," she said.
Hillary , now 8, doesn't recall that day, I
slippery roads. The system corrects the understeer
by reducing the braking force on the front wheels. suppose much like none of us recall learning to
It corrects oversteer by braking one rear wheel walk.
harder than the other.
But the message u~derstandablyremains with
Key to the system is a yaw sensor, developed Lori each day. And now that 1 have told you, it is
by ITT, that determines the rate the car is turning. also something for you to save. [End quoting]
"Out of the mouth of babes" comes much truth.
A test on ice demonstrated the ability to
maintain steering control under hard braking,
LIVING PROOF
dramatically improving the ability t o avoid an
obstacle while slowing down. [End quoting]
From ANGELS ONEAR TH,JANIFEB 1998,
Sounds great--especially for front-wheel-drive
vehicles.
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
10512: [quoting]
VOLUSIA SCHOOLCHILDREN DIG
"No Chad," I snapped, spotting my energetic
little boy racing for the front cioor a s it closed.
"You can't go with your sister." Chad ran to the
From THE ORLAADO S N T m L , 1218597: w i d o w andon W &ass- Shauna waved
before she ran off down the street to play with her
[quoting]
Students a t Discovery Elementary prepared friends. At two-and-a-half, Chad was a handful.
embalmed fryer chickens last year a s a class Trying to keep him out of mischief and danger, I'd
project. Wednesday they dug them up. Their nailed drawers shut, built a wooden box over the
aim was recreate the ancient Egyptian practice of TV knobs and duct-taped safety plugs into the
mummification.
electrical outlets. For nearly two years, since I'd
" I wanted the students to get 4 basic suffered a slipped disk and had to leave my job,
rmdentandiq of ancient cultures aad some of the Chad and Shauna had Been my responsibility at
customs," said teacher.Deborah Merino, who home. My wife, Lori, worked at her gift shop,
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. ..which specialized in angel items: books, cards,
ceramics, jewerly-everything she could find to
offer her customers some of the glory she found in
these heavenly beings. Lori saw angels as symbols
of God's love; to me they were merely a source of
income. My day was consumed by mote practical
matters; namely, making sure Chad stayed out of
trouble or worse.
I watched him at the window that morning,
tears welling up in his green eyes. I'll never be
good at this househusband thing, I thought.
.Suddenly Chad streaked away from the window
snd up the stairs. Just walking was an effort since
my injury, n&ng was out ofthe qwshn. I wart after
mysanasfhstaslcdd. I t w a s a n o t k ~ d a y .
When we picked up Lori in the evening, I
decided to treat my family to dinner at the Burger
King near her shop. After we finished eating, Lori
and I talked while Shauna and Chad played around
a partition near our table. Then Shauna came back
and plopped down in her chair. I got up t o get
Chad.
The second I reached the partition I heard the
restaurant's door click shut. I looked across the
dining room through the wall of glass windows at
the traffic streaming by on Lincoln Avenue. There
was Chad. He'd already bounded across the
sidewalk and was ready to step into the street.
I'd never get to him in time. "Please, God," I
begged, "he's just a baby. Don't take him now."
Instinctively, I started to run, and amazingly, my
body obeyed. But I couldn't feel my feet hit the
floor. A force seemed to lift me by the seat of my
pants, propelling me toward the door. - I kept my
eyes on Chad. He stepped off the curb, and
headlights loomed toward him in the dark. Wo!"
In the blink of an eye I reached Chad. I
scooped him up with one arm, whirled 'm6 made
for the curb. The car sped past, missing us by
inches.
Neither Lori nor I could find words to talk
about the incident. The next day seemed like any
other. I tried keeping pace with Chad, my body
struggling with the limitations I knew so well.
How had I suddenly become so agile and strong in
those crucial moments the night before? My son
was livifig proof that it had happened. When we
picked up Lori that night at her shop I asked her to
tell me more about angels. Surely God had told
them about me. --Mark Shields [End quoting]
Can we ever hear enough about God's personal
love for us? &
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Banks, Banksters & Money
What You Don't Know
Can ENSLAVE You!
V

Part VI In A Series
The following is Part VI o f the excellent 1963, in Dallas? After all, the Rockefeller
investigative historical series from Calvin Brothers have a habit of using any trick that
Burgin which began in the 11/18/97 issue o f proves successful over and over again.
Meanwhile, the Fort Knox Gold story had
CONTACT as the Front Page story.
taken a deadly new turn; and, as before, Congress
was doing absolutely nothing about it. The Central
11114/97
CALVIN BURGIN
Core Vault of the Bullion Depository at Fort Knox
ASSASSINATION
contained canisters of liquid radioactive
superpoison processed from Plutonium 239, the
ATTEMPTS ON FORD
deadliest substance imaginable. These canisters
Sara Jane Moore took a shot at President Ford were leaking due to corrosion, and the radioactive
in San Francisco on September 22, 1975. Unlike leakage was escaping through the porous concrete
the incident 17 days earlier with "Squeakyn walls of the Vault and through the dehumidifying
Fromme, the attempt by Mrs. Moore was real. Had system and getting out into the countryside to be
President Ford none across the street as p h e d to carried away on the winds, contrary t o what
mingle with the crowd, he would have gone exactly officials tell you. The prevailing winds in that area
where she stood patiently waiting with her gun, for the past several years had been very unusualwhich she had picked out for purchase the previous from essentially due west rather than from the
day with a United States Treasury agent by her northwest, as is more common. As a result, the thin
side. You may have heard of all the accounts of her invisible fog of radioactive poison from Fort Knox
attempts t o get arrested ahead of time and her was being carried from the Depository (which is
unsuccessful efforts to stop herself. But she truly located south of Louisville) eastward in the
could not help herself, because she was general direction of Lexington and West Virginia,
electronically brainwashed and programmed as an and onward approximately toward Washington,
assassin by Rockefeller Intelligence agents.
D.C.; and this leakage has already been going on
On October 14, 1975, still another odd for several years in sufficient quantity t o be
occurrence happened to President Ford. He was having an initial impact on health statistics
involved in a traffic accident, so-called, as his now.
motorcade drove through downtown Hartford,
Beter said that his own investigators reported
Connecticut. And for the third time in a row, an to him that many doctors in the region east of Fort
apparent brush with possible death by the Knox were baffled by a large increase in the
President was caught beautifully by the TV news incidence of cancers of all types; and on November
cameras which just happened to be riding in the 7, 1975, the Government itself released statistics
motorcade t h i s time, three cars behind the that show the same thing. The National Cancer
President. The limousine President Ford was riding Institute announced that so far that year the cancer
in was supposedly the same one J.F.K. rode in death rate nation-wide was up by 5.2%. This is
when he was killed, but 90% rebuilt. Due to the five times the rate of increase that has prevailed
accident, it would, of course, have to go into the over a period of many years, and they frankly
Ford Motor Company shops for repair in Detroit. admitted that they were at a loss to explain it. But
Did it return to service, outfitted once again as a buried i n those. same official Government
murder car a s it was that day of November 22, statistics is a regional breakdown, and that eastcentral states containing Fort Knox and the area
east of it shows an astronomical 17 t o 18%
Calvin Burgin
increase!
On November 12, 1975, the Louisville
404 Gate Tree
Courier-Journalbroke the Fort Knox plutonium
story on its front page, in the best traditions of
78745
newspaper reporting. Another publication that
covered the story was Myers Finance and
( 5 12) 452-4770
Energy.
In his Oct. 3 1, 1975 issue Mr. Myers capped
e-mail: wrldline@texas.net
off a story on Fort Knox by quoting the following

Lane

Austin, TX
f&:

letter of & associate of Dr. Beter,.~<Ed Durell,
to the Acting Director of the Mint:

"I now ask you for the record, please, t o
confirm or deny the existence of the Central Core
Vault a t the U.S. Bullion Depository a t Fort
Knox, Ky. I refer to the single; large,centrally
located underground chamber serviced by
elevator.
"Why can't the Acting Director of the Mint
answer simply YES or NO? The whole nation is
asking a question. Why won't they answer?"
Thev received a dead s i l ~ n c efrom the
~overnment. Myers also asked:- "What then is
Congress doing? Is it, too, just writing off
9,000,000 people rather than sound the alarm
and get the deadly situation at Fort Knox
corrected?"
The United States Government has to this day
never admitted the existence of the Central Core
Vault. which was not mentioned to the 100-odd
visitois of Fort Knox on September 23, 1974. To
admit its existence would all bv itself Drove that
the so-called "Gold inspection ?isitn by
Congressmen and newsmen was atotal fraud, and
also the so-called "Audit" done by the GAO and
the Treasury together. And since the Central Core
Vault is where the leaking plutonium poison is,
they want desperately to keep you from knowing
that the Vault exists.
In mid September Beter held private
discussions with Congressman Pike about the
situation at Fort Knox. At that time Beter did not
yet know about the plutonium poison stored there,
but did know that the CIA and FBI were tied in
with the theft of America's gold from Fort Knox on
behalf of the Rockefeller Brothers. Pike appeared
to be generally interested and courageous as wella qualitytwhich has virtually disappeared from the
United States Congress today; but his major
sticking point which he came back to time and time
again was the Central Core Vault at Fort Knox.
Its existence had never been admitted by the
Government, so Congressman Pike could not
believe that it did exist. The No. 1 requirement that
he placed on Beter was, therefore, to prove that the
Central Core Vault does exist.
Beter said: "So on September 26, 1975, we
met again with Congressman Pike and two of his
top staffr:rs in his office, and this time we had with
us no less than a former Commanding General of
Fort Knox, Lieut. General John L. Ryan, Jr., U. S.
Army (retired). General Ryan commanded Fort
Knox from 1956 to 1959. He had also served two
earlier tours at Fort Knox, the first being in the
late 1930's when he was placed in charge of the
Army contingent that was assigned to help store
the nation's gold in the Bullion Depository for the
very first time. All of the gold was put in the
Central Core Vault a t that time, it having been
constructed specifically for that purpose. The
many small jail-cell-like storage compartments
seen by the Fort Knox visitors last year were also .
in existence at that time but were not intended for
the storage of gold but for other valuables. General
Ryan stated that for the entire duration of his long
experience with Fort Knox, the gold was always
kept in the Central Core Vault. He also said he was
mystifiedastowhythegoldwouldeverhavebeen
removed from the Central Core Vault and placed in
the small jail-cell compartments on the levels
above, which offer a much lower degree of
security.
"Congressman Pike then asked us for certain
further information, including specific connections
between the Fort Knox affair and the Intelligence

.
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community which is within the jurisdiction of
Congressman Pike's Committee. We agreed t o
provide what he asked, and it was in following up
the connection between Fort Knox and the
Intelligence industry that my sources informed me
of the hideous plutonium poison in the Bullion
Depository a t Fort Knox.
"But when we returned to Congressman Pike
ready t o provide witnesses and other evidence
about the plutonium and other things, Mr. Pike's
response had changed. I t i s now the classical
position that is always used t o say 'good-bye' on
Capitol Hill, quote: 'We're too busy to work on
this.'"

THE PLUTONIUM SAGA
CONTINUES
During the early and mid 19609, over 200
pounds ufplutonium superpoison was made for the
CIA and FBI Intelligence communities. It was
processed in four plants-two in Louisville,
Kentucky, one i n North Dakota, and one in
Southern California. One thing it is handy for, in
very small doses, i s putting troublesome
individuals out of the way, But why so much
plutonium poison? For political blackmail!
In 1966 the CIA divided up this poison and
sent about 6 0 pounds t o each of four Latin
American countries-Peru, Panama, Bolivia, and
Argentina. There threats were made that it would
be used to contaminate United States-planned and
built water aqueduct systems-can you imagine?unless certain political and economic actions were
taken. In Argentina this successfully laid the
foundation for the return t o power of the Peron
group; and then the poison was no longer needed
there, and so it was returned to the United States in
1968.
But a problem arose: where to store this illegal
nuclear poison? CIA agents within the Treasury,
however, knew that the Central Core Vault at the
Fort b o x Bullion Depository was being emptied
of gold and suggested that it be stored there. This
was done with all but 12 grams (less than half an
ounce), which the CIA extracted from one canister
experiment with. This 12-gram sample of the
plutonium poison, whose full effects still were not
fully understood a t that time, was taken to the
White Sands Proving Grounds in New Mexico for
evaluation purposes.
During the experiment there, about 3 grams
'accidentally' leaked into an underground water
supply which was being used by 12 families in that

sparsely settled area. All of them died quickly from
the poison; and the CIA mounted an elaborate
cover-up, burying those innocent victims secretly.
Perhaps you will recall, in fact, some strange news
items several years ago about the sudden
disappearance of some ranch folk out West, a
disappearance that never was explained. Well, now
you know what happened.
November 8, 1975, a secret meeting was held
in the Whiw House to discuss alternative means of
disposing of the deadly poison. The discussion
included some ideas that would be as insane as the
poison itself-such as dumping all 60 pounds of it
into the underground streams that lie under Fort
Knox. Not only might this allow the poison to
spread uncontrollably from there, but it could
possibly also cause contamination of any of the
huge underground caverns under Fort Knox which
are used for natural gas storage. Now if this were
to happen, natural gas could carry traces of the
radioactive plutonium poison straight into the
industrial plants and homes of thousands of people
in that area. The deadly plutonium radiation would
be unaffected by passing through gas flames, after
which it could be inhaled or set on to food.
Beter received updated information to the effect
that the poison is now spreading throughout the
entire Southeast of the United States and even
beginning to enter the Gulf of Mexico.

POISONING OFFICIALLY DENIED
Beter was able to extract a letter from Mrs.
Mary Brooks, the Director of the Mint, dated
November 2 1, 1975, indirectly through
Congressman Kenneth Robinson of Virginia.
As you rkad the letter, try, if you can, to fiqd
any clear-cut YESsr-NO-type answer to anything.
You will only find one to the effect that a certain
statement, and I quote: "is simply not true." But
the statement referred was a carefully selected
misstatement of charges by someone else. Now
here's the letter: [quoting]
Dear Mr. Robinson:
Thank you for your letter of November 10,
1975, concerning allegations that plutonium-239
was stored in the so-called Central Core Vault at
the United States Bullion Depository, Fort Knox,
Kentucky.
We do not store plutonium-239 or any other
radioactive substance at the Depository, and have
no reason to believe that it is stored there by other
government agencies. We authorized the Military

at Fort Knox to make radiation tests in the
Depository last week. We were informed that the
tests did not disclose any evidence of radioactive
material.
The allegations relating to the so-called Central
Core Vault are carried in a Swiss Newsletter
entitled Myers Finance and Energy that is
currently being circulated by those who have
persisted with all the wild allegations about the
Bullion Depository at Fort Knox. The Newsletter
discusses Dr. Peter D. Beter's allegations and
states (and the letter quotes as follows):
"In 1942-43 Major Stanley Tatom designed
and oversaw the construction of a Central Core
Vault below the Main Vault. To get to this
uitrasafe vault, an elevator had to be installed and
it used up the space occupied by 12 of the former
Vault compartments. This explains why the
numbering in the Vault compartments upstairs had
a 12-digit gap.
"This statement is simply not true. There were
no major alterations to the Vault after construction
of the Depository was completed in 1936. The
elevator was installed at the time the Depository
was constructed. We have no record of Major
Stanley Tatom designing or overseeing the
construction of a Central Core Vault. In fact we do
not, and find no record that we ever did, refer to
any part of the Depository by that name.
"The Visitors Log at the Depository does show
the name of Major Daniel F. Tatum as calling on
the officer in charge on July 29, 1942. We also
have records which show that a steel door was
erected by the Champion Wire & Iron Works,
Louisville, Kentucky, a t the entrance t o the
corridor that leads to Compartments numbered 1
through 14 in the basement level of the Depository.
This work was completed on January 7. 1942. q d
the No. 15 was assigned to the door. After thls
work was completed, gold was stored in the
corridor for a time during which the door was
locked and sealed." Still quoting from her letter:
The allegation that there is a 12-digit gap in
the numbering of compartments is also inaccurate.
Our records show that the Depository had 28
compartments, 14 on the lower level and 14 on the
upper level at the time of construction. The
compartments on the lower level were numbered 1
through 14, and the corridor door was numbered
15 when it was added in 1942. The compartments
on the upper level were numbered 21 through 34.
There is no record of the numbers 16 through 20
ever being used on Vault compartments of the
Depository.
If I could be of further assistance in this
matter, please let me know.
Sincerely,
JsMsry Brooks,
Director of the Mint
[End quoting]
S t
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ofa year-lLlldda8half
t hi^ leaerwas the
of continuous effort on their part t o refine their
story and put their very best foot forward. It was
,,itten
great care,
careful choice of
every word. The letter was not even written by
Mary Brooks alone. Much of it was written by an
official in the-General Accoun%ing
Who has
ties to the Intelligence industry. The GAO itself is
implicated in the Fort b o x cover-up thpough the
falsified Gold Audit done in the fall of 1974, so
this letter is important, and i t deserves closer
examination.
First: Why did the Government deliberately go
so far out of its wav. to Switzerland no less, to
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find someone else's misstatement of the Bullion
Depository modifications so that they can attack
that instead of refuting Beter's own statements?
As Beter clearly stated, the Central Core Vault was
built into the Depository a t the start. Major
Tatom's job later on was to build a rapid retrieval
system into the Gold Vault, not to build the Vault
itself. He also explained that there is a gap of six
digits, not 12, on each floor of Vault
compartments.
Notice also, in trying to wave aside references
to Major Stanley Tatom, how cleverly it is done!
We can prove that he was there and did oversee the
work on the rapid retrieval system, and apparently
the Government knows we can. Therefore the
following sentence is used to mislead without
actually lying:
"We have no record of Major Stanley Tatom
designing or overseeing the construction of a
Central Core Vault." Of course they don't, because
that is just not what he did. He built a rapid
retrieval system to give access to the Central Core
Vault. The writers of the letter included one other
item which was intended to help throw everyone
offthe track, but actually does just the opposite.
According to Beter's sources, during the work on
the rapid retrieval system in 1942-43, the
disruption was so great that the gold was taken out
of the Central Core Vault and, quote: piled around
in the corridors. Now we are told in this letter
about t h e strange corridor door, which was
installed for unstated reasons. Listen again to these
astonishing words from Mrs. Brooks' letter:
"This work was completed on January 7, 1942,
and the No. 15 was assigned to the door. After this
work was completed, gold was stored in the
corridor for a time during which the door was
locked and sealed." Mrs. Brooks does not tell us
for how long a time, much less why!
Look at all the assertions and denials that are
all couched in the words, quote: "Our records
show.. ." or "We have no record.. ."-this coming
from the same office whose records were so
suspect in other ways.
Records of the quality of gold stored in Fort
Knox and elsewhere, disagreed with one another in
glaring ways. The official Mint records omit
shipments. Even the case of the missing
experimental aluminum pennies is another
example of the 'dependability' of United States
Mint records.
But notice also that the letter spends the least
time on the most important matter of all-the

radioactive plutonium poison stored in the Central that there i s no such thing as the Central Core
C ~ r Vault.
e
It is stated that the radiation tests by Vault."
the Military, quote: "...did not disclose any
Notice that Simon's denial of the presence of
evidence of radioactive material." In much the plutonium-239 at the Depository is tied right in
same vein, and with similar bureaucratic phrases with his denial of the existence of the Central Core
like, quote: "We have no evidence.. .," the Vault. Obviously if there is no Central Core Vault,
Kentucky Department of Human Resources claims then it cannot contain plutonium-239! But on the
that there is nothing to worry about. But, my other hand, to have any faith that his denial about
friend, plutonium radiation is very hard to detect, the plutonium is truthful, you must also believe his
yet very deadly if it gets inside your body. Experts' assertion that there exists no Central Core Vault at
sum it up with the phrase:
the Depository. If he would lie about one, he would
"If there is enough plutonium to detect, it is lie about the other.
already too much." Therefore nothing less than a
serious, comprehensive, honest check by top
GENERAL JOHN RYAN
experts with the best equipment available can be
EXPOSES SIMON'S LIE
considered satisfactory. The stakes for over 36With that in mind, see this letter written to one
million Americans in the Southeast United States
are too high to settle for less. The United States* of Beter's associates by a retired Lieutenant
Government expects you to just take their word for General, John L. Ryan, Jr., a former Commanding
it regardless of what they may tell you. No proof, General of Fort Knox. General Ryan probably
no criteria, just believe what they say.
knows more about the Depository than anyone else
It's sad that we have to look overseas to see who ever commanded Fort Knox. He spent two
any meaningful reporting about the Fort Knox tours of duty there before he returned a third time
plutonium disaster. In the Financial Times o f as the Commanding General; and when the gold
London for Thursday December 11, 1975, the was moved to Fort Knox to be stored there for the
story was broken by C. Gordon Tether, whose very first time in 1937, it was he who was placed
financial column was read the world over. In his in charge of the actual physical movement of the
article titled "A New Twist Of Fort Knox Sagan, incoming gold into the Depository. With regard to
he teviews the Fort Knox Gold Scandal cover-up the disputed Central Core Vault, he says, quote:
and then infbrms his readers of the latest charges
When I use the word 'vault' I am referring to
concerning plutonium. He ends the article with the central core of the Depository where the bullion
words that no columnist of his stature in America was stored. This vault was below ground level and
has yet dared to write, and I quote:
could be entered only through a specially
"But whatever the cost in terms of loss of fW, constructed bank-type door that opened onto a
might not the United States authorities be well screw lift. This door was in the Receiving-Shipping
adfised to do whatever is necessary to demonstrate area of the Depository. The Receiving-Shipping
that there is no Ft. Knox cover-up? In the 1ight-d room was above &roundlevel, The vault was below
what is happening in the United States during the ground level. Around the vault proper, or central
past few years, deeds inevitably now speak louder core, below ground level was a passageway. On
than words; and the refusal to prove that they have this passage way were a number of cell-like
nothing t o hide is inevitably destined t o go on compartments. There was no means of entering the
vault from this passageway."
fostering precisely the opposite impression."
The passageway with its-compartments are all
that the visitors saw in September 1974. The
WILLIAM SIMON'S LETTER
existence of the Central Core Vault, which is
In a letter t o a friend of Beter's $ated where the gold, if any, should have been, i s
December 10, 1975, former Secretary of the absolutely confirmed by General Ryan; and as his
Treasury William Simon said the following:
letter makes clear, the 1974 visitors had no chance
"The allegation that plutonium 239 is, or ever of finding out about it while wandering around in
has been stored at Fort Knox in a central core the passageway and looking a t the small
vault is false, and the Army has just conducted an compartments you heard and read about in the
extensive test of the Bullion Depository and has news.
found no evidence of radioactivity. I should add
THE POISON LEAK COVERUP
Ttl
lil
In the same way, a cover-up campaign was
launched in regard to the leakage of the plutonium239 super poison from Fort Knox. On January 12,
1976, exactly two months after the Louisville
Counner-Jotpalbroke the Fort Knox plutonium
story ofi its fnmt "p,a truck carrying radioactive
waste just 'happened" t o have an accident i n
A Hawaiian Gift Of
- . Healing
eastern Kentucky, smack in the heart of the area
now most heavily affected by radioactive poison
Noni is used throughout the Polynesian Islands for its
leakage from Fort Knox. Fourteen of the 32 dnuns
of *te
on the truck fell off, and 8 of them broke
special health and nutritional supplement benefits. It has
@en- and leaked. The newspaper stories around
been in use for centuries to strengthen the body's ability to
there about it contained the usual assurances that
fight a variety of "health-compromising conditions". there was no danger, that it had been cleaned up,
etc., but leakage had occurred.
Just six days later on January 18 newspapers
Available Now Thru New Gaia
contained
big articles about still another alleged
800-639-4242
radioactive
waste leakage problem in Kentucky.
60 Caps $22.00
The truck mentioned had been on its way to a
nuclear waste dumping ground at Maxey Flats,
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Kentucky, which had been in use since 1963, and
then we were suddenly told that the leakage is
occurring there too. Federal investigators, those
wonderful watchdogs we are supposed to trust and
admire, claimed that radioactive waste in steel,
wooden, and even cardboard drums has been just
dropped into trenches and covered up with dirt;
and after 12 years they have just now abruptly
discovered that some of it has gotten loose and is
spreading through the ground, through the water,
and through the air. And a study by the General
Accounting Office, while it gave the standard
assurance that there is no immediate danger,
recommended a crash program to correct the
situation and develop systematic standards for safe
disposal of radioactive waste.
Now, why all of this sudden concern about
leakage of radioactive contamination? And why did
the spotlight on actual leakage cases just happen to
be on Kentucky? After all, there were vastly more
serious problems of this sort elsewhere in the
United States, for example, in New York Statebut so why Kentucky?

area alone, is baffling.
amount of gold shippkd out from the United States
One more thing about this radioactive poison in Bullion Depositories from 196 1 to 1968 under
the United States Bullion Depository at Fort color of the 'London Gold Pool Agreement'; 2.
Knox-hereinafter called 'Fort Knox'. We know Treasury has failed to reveal the true prices, if
from sources in the Intelligence industry that this any, received for the sale of said gold or reveal the
plutonium poison was part of the plutonium-239 names of the ultimate purchasers of said gold; 3.
stolen by members of the Intelligence community in Treasury has failed to give a true account of the
1966 and that this most deadly substance was amount od gold shipped out of the United States
processed in four plants-two in Kentucky, one in Bullion Depositories from 1968 to 1974 under
North Dakota, and one in California-into
color of an ad hoc committee composed of the
radioactive liquid poison. It was then taken-60
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, the
pounds each-to Peru, Panama, Bolivia, and Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers,
Algentina under cover of a multinational cement the Chairman of the White House Cocncil on
corporation by a CIA officer, Harold Leroy White, International Economic Policy, the Secretary of
for the sole purpose of threatening to contaminate State, and the Secretary of Treasury, among
the United States-planned and built water aqueduct others; 4. Treasury has issued a statement dated
systems in those countries for political and August 31, 1974, purporting to list 24 million
economic pressure. Sixty pounds, however, ounces of good delivery gold at Fort Knox when in
intended for use in Argentina, was brought back by actual fact the Secretary of the Treasury admitted
Mr. White and placed in the Central Core Vault at December 3, 19 /4, that such listing is false or
Fort Knox where it has been stored ever since late misleading; 5. Treasury has taken, December 9,
1968. The casks a r e now corroding, causing 1974, without lawful authority, two million ounces
leakage and contamination over the entire areas of gold from the Exchange Stabilization Fund by a
east and southeast of Kentucky, aud as far away as simple bookkeeping device and four days later
ED I)URELLYSLETTER
Cuba. This contamination is endangering the lives announced by way o f the General Services
of over 40 million people in this country. Can we Administration that there would be an auction of
two million ounces of gold on an 'as is' basis
Here is a letter t o Congressman Conlan of afford to allow these pwple to be expendable?
Arizona from Mr. Edward Dwell, datsd January 7,
The federal government has now publicly January 6, 1975. In addition, a Dutch auction was
1976: [quoting]
held June 30, 1975, with the remainder of said gold admitted our charges that opium and morphine
150,000 pounds and 24,000 pounds respectively- based on a price not considered best for the
Dear Mr. Codan,
are stored at Fort Knox. Why will it not admit the taxpayers of America; 6. Treasury has caused a
statement to be issued April 11, 1975, which isYour letters of December 5, 1975, to Mrs. existence of the plutonium?
Mary Barrow and Mr. Art Bentley both of Lake
It is suggested that to do so might subject the false or misleading in that it purports to list all of
Havasu City, Arizona, have been sent to me for Government to thousands of legal actions involving the gold shipments out of Fort Knox when in actns 1
comment. To that end I write direct to you, with hundreds of millions of dollars under the Federal fact such list omitted among other things iV,
Tort Claims Act andlor the Price Anderson Act, shipment of gold consisting of four (4) tractor
copies to them and other interested parties,
In your letter,to Mrs. Barrow you $ate ambng the 1954 Atomic Energy Act as mtnded,)Title 42 trailer loads on January 20, 1965, which shipment
other things that, quote: Grand Juries are Section 20 11 and following for, quote: consisted of 1.762-million ounces valued at over
empaneled to investigate criminal wrongdoing, and 'extraordinary nuclear occurrence'-[to avoidj sixty-one million dollars ($61,000,000) at $35.00
that if, quote: you personally have evidence of that is, quote: 'any event causing a discharge or per troy ounce-the par value for official gold at
crimes committed in connection with our nation's dispersal of source, special nuclear or by-product that time; 7. Treasury has in its immediate
gold holdings, please let me know so that I can put material from its intended place of confinement in possession and control the necessary keys,
you directly in touch with appropriate officials of amounts off site or causing radiation levels off site combination numbers, and timecontrol data for the
the United States Justice Department who would and which has resulted or will probably result in vaults, depositories, and their mechanisms. It thus
have jurisdiction in this matter.
substantial damages to persons off site or property has the highest duty to take care that its trust be
In your letter to Mr. Bentley you state among off site.'
faithfully executed, but it has acted in a manner
other things that while you have, quote: some
And why will it not admit the loss of our gold contrary to its trust and subversive of responsible
misgivings about the gold situation, quote: I can reserves? For the same reasons-[to avo@ legal government t o the great prejudice and to the
assure you that exposure to any radioactive poison actions including those criminal in nature. And in manifest injury of the people of the United States
would have caused me serious illness. Neither I nor the latter connection, we would like here to pursue by acting in concert with others to aid and abet, to
anyone else who went to Fort Knox has suffered your suggestion t o Mrs. Barrow and list the surreptitiously remove the gold under the cover of
any such illness.
charges of the high crimes committed relative to legal right; 8. Treasury has made false or
Please allow us firstly to answer your letter to disappearance of the people's gold reserves.
misleading statements for the purpose of deceiving
Mr. Bentley. It is common knowledge in nuclear
On behalf of the American people it is herein the people of the United States into believing that a
medicine that if one is exposed to alpha particle charged that the United States Treasury thorough and complete inspection and audit have
'
radiation of plutonium, death due to cancer can Department-hereinafter called 'Treasury'-in
been conducted with respect to allegations that
come in a ma#er of months or years. It all depends violation of its Constitutional duty to protect the Fort Knox contains no significant amounts of gold
upon dosage level and duration of exposure. In this people's gold and in violation of its Constitutional and not accounted for, in that an inspection trip to
respect we would suggest that you contact Dr. John duty to take care that the laws relative t o the Fort Knox September 23, 1974, revealed one (1)
Gofman, former professqr of Medical Physics safeguarding and custody of said gold be faithfilly cell-like compartment, No. 33, t o contain only
emeritus, University oKCpljfooIpia a t Berkeley; or executed, has failed so t o do in that between copper-hued bars. Mrs. Mary Brooks, the Director
listen to him by way of 9,eae-hour tape cassette January 1, 1961, and January 1, 1974, prior and of the Mint, Treasury, said, quote: 'It's all here.'
obtainable from AUDIO BOOKS, INC., P. 0. [old subsequent thereto, Treasury engaged itself Her statement is analogous to the so-called Audit
address deleted]; special tape No. 2 for $6.00 through its officers/agents and in concert with of October 1974 of only three (3) of the cell-like
postpaid.
others in America's corridors of financial power in compartments at Fort Knox, which Audit calls the
In this tape Dr. Gofinan spe&s,opShe effects a course of conduct or plan designed t o convert Report to b;e submitted to Congress February 10,
of radioactive poison, among o&r @ings.
unto themselves the people's gold entrusted to it 1975-also based on a belief that, quote: It's all
In addition, over 18% increase in cancer deaths for safekeeping for the avowed purpose of profiting here.
in the first seven (7) months this year over last unjust enrichment; and in a course of conduct or
Further, the inference given by the inspection year has taken place in the central-eastern states, plan designed to cover up, conceal and protect trip and the Audit was that the gold at Fort Knox
which has left medical authorities in the dark as to those responsible and to conceal the existence and was of good delivery form and the remaining ten
(10) cell-like cofipartments were full of good
the cause. They felt they had made such scope of other unlawful covert activities.
tremendous cancer advancements in the last few
The means used to implement this conduct or delivery gold; 9. i'reasury is withholding relevant
years, and then to have such a high upsurge in the plan have included one or more of the following: 1. and material evidence or information from the
first seven months this year over last year in that Treasury-has failed to render a true account of the American people in total disregard or violation of
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the Constitutional right of the people to know what Banks, which carry Gold Certificate accounts as an Brooks. I will let you know when I receive their
has happened to its gold reserves and to its right of asset to reflect it-.stated amount of gold which, in replies.
Also, I am enclosing a copy of my letter to
freedom of information for purposes unrelated to turn, is reflected 9s a liability on Treasury balance
national security, the enforcement of laws, or any sheets; however it is submitted these Gold Secretary Simon in which I request a complete
inventory of United States gold holdings. I have
other lawful functions of Treasury in that the Certificate accounts reflect: assets-gold-which
Central Core Vault at Fort Knox was concealed do not in fact exist in Treasury vaults. This same asked him to let me know what action he plans to
from the inspection group of over 100 news media situation prevail4 in 1943 relative to silver when, take in this regard.
It is unfortunate that there are not more
people, six (6) Representatives, and one (1) quote: '14,000 tons of silver from the Treasury
Senator of the United States Congress; 10. reserve backing American paper money was Congressmen and people in the Administration and
Treasury has unlawfully utilized its authority to secretly taken from Treasury vaults although the Attorney General's office who are more
cause the General Accounting Office to fail to take carried publicly on the Treasury balance sheets', interested in clarifying this matter. I am just one
care that the laws be faithfully executed in that the cited in Tragedy and Hope by Professor Carol1 sincere Congressman, Mr. Durell; and much as you
General Accounting Office, a legislative entity, Quigley, page 855, 196611974.
and I would like to think, I cannot order official
was forced to have only two (2) of its own people
We could go on, but suffice it to say that Washington to do yours and my bidding. If I could,
on a settlement committee to audit the alleged gold Treasury during o~ 18 months investigations has Henry Kissinger and others ,would have been
by evidence the basic charges replaced a long time ago.
at Fort Knox, whereas Treasury had thirteen (13) not moved to reCordially,
of its own people on said committee; 11. Treasury outlined above. Meanwhile our economy is
John B. Conlan
has not caused to be made an annual physical suffering by those twin disasters, inflation and
Member of Conjpess
inventory of the people's gold since 1953. Thus deflation-high prices with high unemploynientTreasury has failed to take care that Title 3 1 USC initially caused"by the disposing of ouG gold
And that is apparently that, as far as John
be faithfully executed by failing to make the reserves in secret and its attendant game plan.
Mr. C . Gordon Tether, in his December 1I, Conlan was concerned. He continually profwsed to
required annual physical inventories.
In all of this and more, Treasury has acted in a 1975 article 'A NEW TWIST OF FORT KNOX be concerned about Fort Knox, yet there was not
o f London, stated: even the token of an attempt to open any doors for
manner contrary to its trust and subversive of SAGA' in the FinmciaI
a good investigation into the matter-no speeches
Constitutional government to the great prejudice of [quoting]
But whatevet.the cost in terms of loss of face, on the House floor, no press conference, no real
law and justice and to the manifest injury of the
people of the United States; wherefore, Treasury might not the United States authorities be well follow-up to Mr. Durell's letter in any way-just a
through its officers, agents and others in concert advised to do whatever is necessary to demonstrate very intimate letter to William Simon, Treasury
with it, by such conduct or plan, warrant such that there is no Fort Knox cover-up? In the light of Secretary, who himself is party to the cover-up.
parties be brought before appropriate legal what has happened in the United States during the Why didn't John Conlan tell us what Bill Simon
authorities to answer these charges; and, further, past few years, deeds inevitably now speak louder told him on the night of January 5, 1975, in
for the restitution of the people's gold except that than words; and the refusal to prove that they have private?
Them have been many articles h l y aboutthe
portion which is contaminated by radioactive nothing to hide, i s inevitablydestined to go on
poison in which case said parties shall be ordered fostering preciseiy the opposite impression.
fact that the government routinely covered up and
Considering all of the above, would you please lied about nuclear radiation experimmks and l a b ;
to pay the current market gold price and for such
other appropriate action as may be deemed ju,st and be so kind as to put the undersigned and Dr. Peter one example is the Austin Amen'cm Statesman
Beter;as 9611 red-to. do for Mrs. Barrow, -atticle of December 15, 1994, p. A8, titled:
proper in the premises.
In support of the charges, please be informed 'directly in touch with appropriate officials of the "Legal, publicity fears spurred radiation secrecy,
&'hat former Congressman Frank Chelf's United States Justice Department who would have files show".
AFFIDAVIT dated April 7, 1975, in which he jurisdiction in this matter'? I am authorized to
Another example article is one titled:
deposes and says among other-thingif-md I quote: state that Dr. Beter concurs with the contents of "Plutonium numbers don't jibe, council says.
that the United States government was moving this letter and is fully prepared to give further Discrepancy between U. S., private figures is
quietly as a church mouse out of Fort Knox; and evidence before a United States Grand Jury and enough for 300 nuclear bombs" by William J.
that the gold was, quote: constantly and any Congressional investigating committee in Broad, New York Times News Service (Austin
surreptitiously on the move.
confirmation of the charges herein cited, among American Statesman, May 20, 1994, p, A17).
Fort Knox is located in former Congressman others.
This article tells of 1.5 metric tons of plutonium
Chelf s Congressional District. He further deposes
Further, I would suggest you personally bring that has disappeared. Perhaps someone dropped a
and says that, quote: 'In response to my previous this letter to the attention of the Chairmaii of the cigarette on it and it went up in smoke? Or maybe
requests for gold removal information, Treasury House Banking Committee of which you are a mice ate it?
officials had been courteous and most friendly but member, for appropriate action. Failure on your
always non-committal or evasive.' Mr. Chelf had part to do so will lend credence to the fact you, DON'T RAIN ON MY CHARADE
earlier made the same charges on the floor of the yourself, have become part and parcel of the coverThe Carter Administration became so
House of Representatives, but to no avail. (See up on this vital matter; b d failure on the part of
Congressional Record page' 15522-August 2 1, the Chairman of said Committee to take such concerned about the plutonium and the missing
1963,)
action will further lend credence to the fact that he &oldcontroversy that on July 28, 1977, Treasury
Further, Lt. General John L. Ryan, Jr., US himself is in 1ewith those underlying forces at Secretary Blumenthal took the extreme step of
Army (Ret.), in his statement of September 26, work in America's corridors of financial power. goitlg to the Fort Knox Bullion Depository himself.
Most respectfully,
1975 before Congressman Otis G. Pike in his
-I
/JEdwstdD u d
office, has proved the existence of the Central Core.
r6bads o f fh6 RiMou(f [iifi
Vault and in fact has drawn sketches of it. In view
[End quoting)
of this, there is no valid reason for *theSecretary of
Treasury to continue to deny the existence of the
Here is Congressman Conlan's reply in its o f A o n 6 e and d s l l i c ~ f i o nf d fA6
Central Core Vault at Fort Kmx unless there is entirety, dated February 26, 1976seven weeks frrtfk - 4p6 oonfhual
9po,,,t~
#
something deeply secret stored therein. There after the date, ~fMr. Ed Durell's certified letter:
admittedly may have been f i e necessitjr for some [quoting] - ,
6t'#@fi~#,ric fimaf . r6lafr'omAi;Pr,
secrecy in the 1960's when all of the gold at Fort
Knox was stored in the Central core Vault. Why
Dear Mr. Durell,
and fAe kbtor~(6+6 fAaf O A has
~
the secrecy noy, since the Comptroller General has
Fallowing rii,receipt of your certified Open
e 6
stated on February 10,1975, quote: As of June 30, Letter to me, I wanted to bring you up-to-date ~ 8 ~ 6 adF o ~ ~ ofiU'mina2'%0JC
1974 about 55% of the gold claimed by the on my actions. have written to the Chairman
fo fA6 @o&.
Treasury was stored in thirteen (13) sealed of the House Banking, Currency, and Housing and ct~u"iflcatk'o~c
compartments a t the United States Bullion Committee Henry Reuss; Chairman of the
$"'rr Ad, jktp.
Depository a t Fort Knox,.Kentucky?
House Domestic Monetary Policy Committee
As further evidence, we call your attention to Wright Patman; and Chairman of the House
(2% R-r LMS f F ~ r , r )
the balance sheets of the 12 Federal Reserve Government Operations Committee, Jack
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He had himself photographed by Time magazine
sitting on the same stack of warmed-over junk gold
bars viewed at Fort Knox in Compartment No. 33
in September 1974. Then he went to Louisville to
deliver his speech prepared before he left
Washington, saying how impressed he was with the
wonderful hoard of gold he had just inspected at
Fort Knox. Former Treasury Secretary William
Simon knew better than to go there personally,
even a t the height of the public controversy over
Fort Knox three years ago. Instead he sent poor
Mrs. Mary Brooks, the unsuspecting head of the
Bureau of the Mint, to tell the world, "It's all
here." But now extreme measures were called for
in the name of "cover-up" because, while the
public slept, the powerful financial community
showed signs of awakening with a roar.
The United States Treasury Department had
been aware for some time that something would
have t o be done about the resurgence of concern
about Fort Knox, so duricg 1977 about 1.5 million
ounces of gold were obtained from Portugal. This,
plus other assorted reserves of mostly junk gold
that had been scraped together, brought America's
true gold stock to just over 3-112 million ounces.
This was a mare pittance compared with the 277
million ounces on official Treasury books, but it
did provide something to use for psychological
gold sales once again. Then the Treasury made a
big deal of announcing that the United States will
hold six monthly auctions of gold amounting to
300,000 ounces each. At this rate, if the United
States really had the claimed stocks of gold,
auctions could be held monthly for 77 years-yet
the Treasury offered to do so only for six months,
as a psychological ploy.

large fraction of America's monetary gold went to financial problems for State and localL
the New York Assay Office in the 60s. There it governments, urban unrest, and eventually a
disappeared, never to be seen again.
planned nuclear war. But when David Rockefeller
But the real situation was even worse. Long himself was interviewed about Beter's book, even
ago Beter's sources gave him hard evidence of he resorted to the technique "Fictionalize to close
many large gold shipments from Fort Knox which eyes". His comment about The Conspriacy Against
were not even listed. In Audio Letter No. 2 he The Dollarwas: "Interesting science fiction."
revealed a specific example of this. It was a
shipment on January 20, 1965, in which four (4)
ROGER BABSON'S WARNING
tractor-trailers loaded up at Fort Knox and then
headed for railroad tracks across the river a t
In 1961 the so-called "London Gold Pool
JeFfersonville, Indiana. His sources provided him Agreement" was set up. It was an informal
with details, including photographs, of the agreement that was never authorized by Congress;
operation. But the shipment was one of many and under that agreement, our gold started flowing
which did not show on any official Gove~tmentlist out of the United States in a hemorrhage that lasted
of shipments.
nearly 7 years. One courageous Congressman,
In June 1975, Mr. Edward Durell and.his other Frank Chelf of Kentucky, spoke repeatedly on the
associates were able to confront officials of the floor of Congress about what was happening to our
United States Mint with this example of missing gold.
shipments, and for once the confrontation took
The Fort Knox Gold Scandal was predictable
place under circumstances in which the Mint was long ago for those with eyes to see. The famous
under great pressure to respond. In the most prophet of the 1929 Stock Market Crash, Roger
specific terms the Bureau of the Mint was asked Ward Babson, gave a clear warning of things to
what was shipped out of Fort Knox in the four come while the Fort Knox Bullion Depository was
tractor-trailers on January 20, 1965. The written still being built. There was an article about his
answer dated June 19, 1975 came from the then warnings in the Literary Digest for August 29,
Director of the United States Mint, Mrs. Mary 1936. The article described Babson's objections in
Brooks. She confirmed that this unlisted shipment the words, quote:
"By dumping most of America's gold hoard
amounted to more than one-and-three-quarter (1-3/
4) million ounces of gold-and it was not junk gold into a steel and concrete strong box in the
melted down from old coins which were mountain fortress at Fort Knox, Kentucky, Uncle
confiscated from Americans in 1934. Tlie shipment Sam is putting too many of his eggs in one basket."
was part of America's true monetary gold, good Two very relevant questions posed by Babson were
delivery gold which is ,995 fine or better. After also mentioned: (1) Is not the United States as
this admission in writing about an enormous secret liable to have internal revolution as to be attacked
shipment of gold out of Fort Knox, one would have by foreign nations? And (2) Are not gold and
thought that there would be fireworks, but not so! commodities much safer distributed among millions
This is the attitude Beter encountered when he of people than stored in Russian fashion under the
GOLDFINGER
WAS REAL
*.
"began giving public warnings about deliberate control of politicians?" The article quoted Babson
Ian Fleming, in his book Goldfinger, devised a plans for economic chaos. He was first alerted to as he thundered:
"To secure control of nearly one-half the
fictional scheme to show that Fort Knox might not the Fort Knox Gold Scandal by none other than
be impregnable after all. He raised the question: British Intelligence in London after completing a world's total gold supply requires only securing
"What would happen t o the dollar and other secret mission for Queen Elizabeth in Zaire; and in control of the White House. The key to these great
currencies if the Fort Knox gold were no longer his book The Conspincy Against The Dollar, he vaults is hanging on the wall of the President's
available?" And he proposed the unthinkable outlined the overall plan, including the unseen role private office."
thought that someone, if they were rich enough and of America's gold. He had one major advantage
[To be continued] &
greedy enough, might want to get their hands on which Ian Fleming did
America's gold.
not have. The United
The actual Goldfinger story, of course, was States does not yet
fiction; but the basic points which were just have an Official
mentioned were fact. Goldfinger was published in Secrets Act like that
e e e e e.e*e..*.eee
1959; and barely two years later in 1961, the of Britain, and so he
hemorrhaging of America's monetary gold supply was not forced t o
began. Agents of David Rockefeller within the fictionalize. Instead he
United States Government provided a cloak of was able t o give the
authority called the "London Gold Pool real plans and real
Agreement"; and then for seven years until 1968, names
of those
big Army trucks loaded with gold bullion rolled out responsible for things
of Fort Knox constantly-and all without a word to come.
to the public!
The prototype for
Some of the gold shipments during those seven Ian
Fleming's
years were recorded on a list kept by the United Goldfinger was none
States Mint. Almost without exception the other than David
shipments listed went t o the New York Assay Rockefkller, and in his
Office, where they disappeared without any further book Beter showed in
accounting. The New York Assay Office was the detail how Rockefeller
focus of a scandal in December 1978 involving played his kingpin role
missing gold. Over 5,000 ounces had simply in the plan to destroy
disappeared; but that was a very small tip of a very our economy. He
large ice%erg, and so the controversy over the described how this
missing millions in gold at the New York Assay was leading t o a
Office was quickly smoothed over and covered up. collapsing dollar,
They could not afford t o allow any real skyrocketing go!d
investigation which might let the public know the prices, a stagnating
truth. According to the official list of shipments, a economy, spiraling
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forming an important linkage. There are other
families, such as the notorious Braganzas, living
in Brazil, who may one day return to Portugal
Therefore I will &a1 with-the Braganzas a s a
sep-arate entity from the powerful Black Nobility
families of Europe. Please be aware that the
foregoing is a broad and general classification.
There are individual families in Britain for
example, who are immensely rich and powerful,
but for the sake of good order, I will endeavor to
stick with my general classification, although, as
you will obs&, wit& the interlocking networks
and intermarriage, that will not always be possible.
The Black Nobility is very much alive and
kicking in January 1986, as I write this message.
In many respects they are more powerful today
than they were in the Middle Ages. Just as m
example, take a look at the Grosvenor family in
A
England. This Black Nbbility family has existed
On the Front Page o f the 9/2/97 issue o f reprinted in the October 1997 issue o f his for centuries on ground rent. Today the family
CONTACT, before anyone else dared to even publication Wsrld In Review. (Maybe this owns at least 300 acres of land in the heart of
suggest "murder" or "assassination'; we used fortuitous nccent publishing event was due to our London. The land is never sold, but leased on a 39those words to describe what had just befallen mid-Septembermention of the subject?')
. Iyear leasehold agreement-the ground rent of the
In any event, pay close attention to just how Middle Ages. Grosvenor Square, in which is
Princess Diana a few days earlier. That Front
Page headline screamed "Desperate Move By extensive is this black web of intertwined fdmilies located the American Embassy, belongs to the
Grosvenor family, as does Eaton Square. In Eaton
Monarchy's House Of Windsor to Preserve The melding trcmendotclr power.
'Grand Plan"'. And that "Grand Plan" goes
-Dr. Edwin M. Young, E&or-In-Chief Square apartments are rented out at the going rate
of twenty-five-thousand pounds a month, and that
back a long way
10186 DR. JOHN COLEMAN
does not include maintenance costs. This will give
Indeed in t%econtext of introducing our Front
you some idea of the immense wealth the
Page story for the 9/16/97 CONTACT, titled
When I first introduced this term [Black Grosvenor family has from ground rents, and it
"More Clues About Murder Of Princess Diana;
Dsrk Connectioos Go Back A Loag Way", Nubility] to the US. in 1969, fcw if any people will help you to understand why the Black Nobility
reminded &at ones aot fbrgd the centrd role of knew whet it meant My experience with this p u p wants to get rid of industrial progress along with
the "2?Iack Nobility" in this unsavory event. was fiist hand, on loca)ion, which gavG me a real the excess population it supports according to the
Many .%adfwotten to whom I wbs refkm'ag.
rkrsigkt into who they were and what t6ey stood Black Nobility and ita puppet organizations, such
,'suggested &at everybody go back andrevew for. Since &lea, others have been mentioning this as the Council on Foreign Relations, and the
&. John Coleman's revelations about this subject ~ o u p4ut
, it is still a my*
to a gnat number Royal Institute for International Affairs. The
oftbe Dark
hvther600d because of the ofjwople. yM..tbis in<mindIam.elaboratiag on Black Nobility adds up to.,immense wealth,
House o f Windsor's roots tracing back to the &e subject for the 6eaeFt ofthose d o are new immense power, and an immense &pacity fck dirty
Vinetian BIa& Guelphs branch o f that nasty to my wok
tricks. Because of the notorious successes of the
bunch of ari'stoc-,
crooks.
I remember when I first began to publish my Italian Black Nobility in carrying out black tricks,
TOhelp wi'th understanding this criticalpiece work on the conspiracy, the Council on Foreign such as murder, robbery, rape, etc.,. on a grand
in the larger puzzle, we 'are here reprinting a - Relations and the Wall Street connection to the scale, it earned the name "Black Nobility".
superb research monograph by Dr. Coleman, Bolshevik Revolution, what a time I had. No one
The Black Nobility dates back to the early part
originally written in January o f 1986 and would pay the slightest attention to what I had to of the 12th century, so it has been around for a
say; in short, I was simply not believed. But times long time, and is very well entrenched in power,
have changed. All of these secret societies, the influence and above all, it is.immensely wealthy.
Illuminati, the Bilderbergers, etc., have become Money is power, and if that be the case, then the
MORE READING
fairly well exposed. Then I began to dig even Black Nobility is all powerful. One of the earliest
B o o k s by Dr. Coleman:
deeper, and in a five-year period, beginning around and most important displays of its power came in
THE ROAD TO SLAVERY
1970, 1 came up,*
some new information that the period 1122 to 1126, when John Comnenus, a
*DIPLOMACY BY DECEPTION;
had+previouslynot b , n touched upon by anyone ruler of high moral character, tried to unseat the
And a n o t h e r fine book:
writing about the conspiracy. I discovered that Venetian oligarchists. The war with Venice
CONSPIRATORS' HIERARCHY:
there was a loosely-knit group of people with stemmed from John's refusal t o renew the
immense wealth, who would stop at nothing to privileged trading rights (monopolies) held by the
THE STORY OF
gain
their ends. They made the Mafia look-like Venetian oligarchical families, because of the
THE COMMITTEE OF 300
chicken feed. by comparison. While researching shameless manner in which they had exploited and
old books in London on the subject of ancient abused them privileges. The Venetian fleet attacked
Atrailable from:
noble families, I came across a phrase I had not John's ships, and ravaged the Aegean, occupying
Joreph P~blhhing
seen before, "the Black Nobility". Now after Corfu and forcing John to renew their blatant
2533 N. Carson St.
some nine years of research, I know what that term privileges. Nothing has changed since the 12th
Carson City, NV 89706
really means. This message is about the Black century. Just try opposing the Grosvenors, the
Each book is $20 and indudes shipping & Nobility and its immense power. During the course Braganzas or the Savoys and see what becomes of
-ling.
Pot o d e m - by credit card, of this message I hope to show you Bow the Black you. No matter whether you ore the M o f
please call 1-800-942-0821.
Nobility is intertwined with the Illuminati, the or whatever your title a d position a q be, you are
Jesuits, the Freemasons and the Council on Foreign bound to come off second best. Id 1If3, trade
WORLD
REVIEW (WIR)
Relations, and what a devastatingly evil influence privileges were granted t o the Genoese Black
it has had, and still has, ujxm world events. I want Nobility which they still hold today. Anybody who
$65.00 per year
to mention in passing that in many of the books I attempted to cross the Venetians paid a heavy price
I st class mail
researched, most vital information appeared on fbr it, as the Byzantine emperor discovered to his
Monthly newsletter
page 666 of the books. Coincidence perhaps.
cost when he tried to wrest trade from the Venetian
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deal from the early Venetian noble families, and methods, however unsavory, it deemed necessary,
probably did!
to keep its power and great influence. Of such stuff
Venice is so'important when it comes to the is the Venetian Black Nobility made. It is small
Black Nobility, that I must devote more time to it wonder that Prince Charles and his wife visited
than any other oligarchical group. The first of Venice a short while ago. The circumstances
three crusades established the power of the surrounding the visit were kept under wraps, but
Venetian Black Nobility, from 1063 to 1123, and it would appear that it was undertaken to renew
solidified the power of the wealthy ruling class. the ties that bind the Venetiaq oligarchists and the
The Black Nobility wistocracy achieved complete British dynasty. (They went to visit the
control of Venice in 1771, when tbe appointment Frescobaldis.) These and thousand like them,
of the doge was transferred to what was known as scattered throughout Europe, the oligarchical elite,
the Great Council, which consisted of members of keep their secrets, so we shall never know what
the commercial aristocracy, a complete triumph for Charles and his dear wife were up to during their
them. Venice has remained in their hands ever Venetian visit, other than to visit the Frescobaldis.
since, but the power and influence of the Venetian The Hanoverian English King George I came from
Black Nobility extends far beyond its borders, and the duchy of Luneberg, a part of Germany, which
today in 1986, is felt in every comer of the globe. had been governed by the Guelph family since the
In 1204 the oligarchical family parcelled out feudal 12th century.
These "noble" families are behind most, if not
enclaves to their members, and from this epoch
dates the great building of power and pressure until all, of the wrongly named pro-environmentalist
the government became a closed corporation of the movements of the world, which are [to] curb
population growth (of-ALL nations). Prince Philip
leading Black Nobility families.
A few words about the Great Council, because and Prince Charles are the most visible symbols of
it still operates in much the same way as it did this movement; and both have often spoken with
back in 1171. The Great Council, then as now, is the utmost callousness about the need to rid the
restricted in membership to those who belong to the world of unwanted people. The Princes live off
oligarchical families. In 1297, it was restricted in ground rents and therefore are a true part of the
membership to those who had been members within conspiracy to destroy industry and take the world
the preceding year. A so-called commission added back to the New Dark Ages. I may be bold to say
other names, and then the Council was closed to that the noble families are up t o their noble
new members, except by heredity. This effectively eyebrows in the drug trade, but not directly, mind
excluded the citizens of Venice from having any you. They are always most careful to see that there
say in a government of the small group of are plenty of willing intermediaries to do the dirty
hereditary commercial oligarchical families, i.e., work for them. Certain old aristocratic families in
the Black Nobility. The Black Nobility earned its England, Canada and the USA are definitely
title throw$ dirty tricks, so when the population controlling this massive trade, and that is why ,it
revolted against oligarchical m o n ~ p o l y.@
~ . c a n t , be. wiped wt. Whiq- Presidept Mixan
g o v e b e r i t -as Gel1 as e i r e w i e erst%,its 1"eBabrs em'btiiked-upon a ptogriun 'that was $uaranQed io
W&requickly seized and brutally b g e d . TiepoIos stamp out drug trade, he found out who was boss.
Rebellion, as it came to be known, was the only The Tavistock Institute set up an elaborate plan to
uprising in the history of Venice. Secret get rid of Nixon, and humiliate him as no world
assassinations, bankrupting of citizens, kidnapping leader has ever been humiliated. At the same time,
and rape of female members of families who had the Tavistock Institute designed its Watergate plot
revolted against the oligarchists, was all part of the in such away that, for awhile; Americans lost faith
"black" bag of tricks used to stifle oppositions to in their cherished institutions and the foundation
its rule. Much of today's terrorist tactics spring of this nation was shaken as never before. This is
from the manner in which these disgusting families the power of the Black Nobility. Never
conducted their affairs. They brooked no underestimate it.
opposition to their rule, and from their families
Cooperating with the European noble families
sprang most of the "royal" lineage of European are American families like the Harrimans, the
oligarchical families as we shall see.
McGeorge Bundys and dozens of others we have
One such Venetian Black Nobility family is the come t o be known a s the Eastern Liberal
Guelphs, from which the present Queen of Establishment. The Club of Rome was formed to
England, Elizabeth 11, comes. This ancient line brainwash Americans and it played a key role in
includes names like Ethico, Henry, Rudolph, the downing of Nixon, by mass brainwashing of
Cunigunda, Azoll, Queen Victoria, her house being the American public, carried out through the pages
the House of Este Guelph. The name Este comes of the despicable Washington Post and the New
from the Marquis of Este, of Venice, also known York Times. The royalty of Europe very much
a s the House of Albert Azolt. This line is favors the Club of Rome, and was secretly
connected to the Welfs, which is not a title but a delighted in the part it played in humiliating
name, and can be traced back to Cunigunda, Prince Richard Nixon and the American people. Of course
of Welf, one of whom was the celebrated King of their delight had to be concealed, but one monarch,
Italy, Odaocer. Empress Judith, ancestress of the Queen Juliana of the Netherlands, ordered an
Prince Consort, is called Judith of Welf (Guelph). exhibition of the ideas of h e Club of Rome to be
Judith, the Welf, means "Lady of Judah" of the put up in Rotterdam. The royal houses of Europe
Hebrew princely family. The Welfs migrated into hdve never forgiven the Americans for defeating
Venice, and the Estes are an offshoot of this family. them in 1776. While it was primarily the British
Other names in the Gudph dynasty include' the that lost the war, so ilitertwi~edare these Black
Count of Lucca, and the FinaIdo family.
Nobility olig~chists,that in reality, the Am6rican
The Guelphs are so intertwined with the Republic represented a threat to them all, and still
German aristocracy through*#t$< Hour e o f i s a l r e a t to their Dark Ages feudal ideas.
Hanover, that it would take sevekar inessages ,such " Ainong these noble famili'ks a*e to be found
as this one to name theni all. Suffice &$,say that ltading Freemashs, practitioners of witchcrafi,
the name Guelph carried -wnsidei'able power, and*z~b~ikkmagic,
occultism and a historical cormection;
the family took great care, using whatever of 'Eodrse; ' with the Jesuits. TEe history of the
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magician Cagliostro shows just how strong this
was. Cardinal deRoban, a Jesuit prince of the
Bourbon family, spent his time drinking and
hunting women. He fell in love with Marie
Antoinette, but she despised him. The noble de
Roban apprhched Cagliostto for help in seducing
Marie Antoinette. Cagliostro was a Mason, and he
used Masonic rituals in some of his spells and
incantations. Other nobles who sought out
Cagliostro for his magical secrets were Baroness
D'Oberkirch, the Marquise de LaSalle, Prince de
Soubise and dozens of others from the Black
Nobility. We must remember that while professing
Christianity, the oligarchical families, or at least
the greater part of them, actually despise it in
secret. That is why so many of them are Masons.
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As I said in one of my messages, Masonry gave
them a sense of purpose. Among the ordinary
people, the feeling of helplessness is not always
overcome by Christianity. It is not that Christianity
is a fault; it is because we are under a barbarous
Babylonian system wrongly called Capitalism. In
many cases, the Christian faith can only promise
better days to come in the world hereafter, and the
less strong among us are unable to grasp the
message of Christ that his kingdom is not this
world. The feelings of helplessness in the face of
earthly adversity is perhaps best expressed by the
Danish philosopher, Kierkegaard, who wrote:
"Where am I? Who am I? How did I come to be
here? What is this thing called the world? And if
I am compelled to take part in it, where is the

director? I want to see the director." There is in including the USA, as an agent for British
so many of us a sense of being cast up, high and intelligence and a cover for drug-smugghg operations,
dry and helpless. The oligarchical Black Nobility notably the dape-fordhods part of the trade.
Most, if not all, of the crowned and uncrowned
live for this world on1y-not
for them the
deprivations and its expected rewards in the life to beads of these dynasties enjoy huge incomes from
come. They do not believe in a life to come, and ground rents. All favor the Global 2000 Report,
they demand and take their cake now and eat it Project 809, and ending industrial progress. All
now. That is what made the Italian Black Nobility are opposed to nuclear power. The reason is
st, utterly ruthless in its climb ta power; it cared obvious enough; they want the world to return to
naught for Christian beliefs! These Black Nobility what it was when they were its absolute rulers, that
and royal families are influenced greatly by the is, they ardently desire a return to a Feudal system.
Book o f Creation, the Zohar, written by a The Swiss banks owe their existence t o these
Spaniard, Moses de Leon. Occultism, witchcraft families and, of course, to the fortunes made by
and black magic. Masonry-that is their true the non-royal members of the Black Nobility,
religion-not Christianity at all. Their symbol is especially in the last twelve years, when dollars
the snake. In some cases, the story slips out. A from the drug trade have swamped Swiss banks.
popular soap opera running on American television Another important point: Swiss banks are
is All My Children. One section of it dealt with Masonic-controlled, and are NOT as secret as we
"the Cobra" and referred extensively to a drug have been led to believe; but more about that in
smuggling organization calling itself by that name. my upcoming message on that subject.
The so-called northern tier of the oligarchy
It is not strange to relate that among themselves,
the royal and noble families are known as "the consisting of Britain, Belgium, Scandanavia,
crowned Cobras of Europe". It: is no secret either, Gennany and the Netherlands is "royal" but the
as I said earlier, that so many of these oligarchists "southern tier" is not. Nevertheless the southern
are in the drug trade through well-distanced tier has as much money, power and influence as its
intermediaries. All evidence of the roles played by northern cousins, even though many of its royal
the Black Nobility in arming, financing, households no longer exist, that is to say, they do
and encouraging synthetic revolutions, the not exist officially in countries like Italy for
Liberation Theology movement and other example. Switzerland is their haven, something
elements that go to make up the world they have in common. Switzerland's perpetual
revolutionary movement, is very well hidden. Once neutrality was guaranteed by the influence of the
in awhile, a Black Nobility name floats to the scum Jesuits who established a seminary at Lucerne. In
on the surface of the troubled waters, like that of 1815 the Jesuits and their Freemason allies among
Hugo Spadafora, who announced in the New York the crowned heads of Europe, held the Congress
Times in December of 1980 that he was forming of Vienna on March 20th and.March 29th, 1815,
an international brigade to fight anywhere in two Acts were passed which forever guaranteed
Central America "where the armed struggle is the- Swiss neutrality. This was done so that no matter
only avenue left for the people". Spadafora comes how many times they quarrelled with each other,
from a long line of the Italian Black Nobility, and no matter how many times they provoked wars in
be says that there has got to be "authentic unity" which the common man had to do the fighting, by
of all revolutionaries, Marxist, Catholic the 1815 special agreement, their money in
(Liberation Theology), Social Democrats and what Switzerland would always be safe from plunder.
he calls "progressive Christian Democrats". All That is why Switzerland has always been able to
this is very good for the arms trade, from which remain outside of wars going on all around her.
the Black Nobility derives an enormous Not because any of the warring nations were afraid
income, while at the same time helping to wipe of the Swiss military, but because the crowned
out the useless eaters they want to rid the world heads of Europe and the uncrowned Black Nobility
entered into an agreement in 1815, that no nation
of.
But mostly the Black Nobility stays out of sight. should interfere with Switzerland. The 18 15
When I read in 1980 what Spadafora said, I was agreement is the reason why Switzerland exists
amazed at his boldness ;in coming out into the open. today. It protects the ill-gotten gains of Europe's
Frankly I expected his fellow Black Nobility to get royalty as well as the wealth of the non-royal
rid of him as a threat to their well-oiled, luxurious members of the Black Nobility.
existence, but it did not happen. Not all Black
At the time of the Italian financial crisis a few
Nobility are royal houses, but just for the record, years ago, the Italian government clamped down on
currency leaving the country. Every car leaving
nearby is a list of the royal families of Europe.
I have purposely excluded the Romanovs, Italy for Switzerland was carefully searched.
because of the murder d t h e entire family of the Airports were checked; in short, the Italian
Tsar. A number of the above-mentioned royal government thought it had stopped the speculation
families no longer have thrones to sit on, but that killing the lira. But not so. The Black Nobility
does not mean that they have no power. On the ignored the Customs and police, safe under royal
contrary, many of them are more powerful than patronage, they took lira out of Italy by the
they were while actually ruling their respective truckload! Laws are not made for the Black
countries. In s ~ r n # ~ c a s e s'they
,
themselves Nobility! Only the common people have to obey
miscalculated, and were deposed. A case in point the laws of the country and that goes for well
is that of King Constantine of Greece, who is very ordered, lawful Switzerland as well. If it were not
closely related to British and Danish royalty. King so, how was it possible that Gelli "escaped" from
Peter promoted the Greek "colonels" coup in 1967, a prison that was like a fortress. Why did the
but after quarreling with his proteges, they kicked Justice Minister resign in unseemingly haste when
him out in 1973. Crown Prince Alexander of a bomb went off outside his house? The Justice
Yugoslavia was deposed by Fitzroy MacLean so Minister had made the mistake off failing to obey
that be could be used by British intelligence during Masonic orders and he was brought to heel. If you
the Second World War. His brother, Prince Andrej, think your money is safe in Switzerland, think
runs the Order of St. John, a Black Nobility order, again, unless you are a Mason, a member of the
which operates in various parts of the world, Black Nobility or one of the "royal" families. Or
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if your name is Pallavicini or Colonnu or ~ g n e l l i , affairs.
then linage from the Geulphs to the forces that
Almost all the leading financial and raw
stopped Charlemagne and Frederick 11.
material institutions are in the hands of the Black
You would soon be discovered if you used any Nobility oligarchists. These elite few exercise
of these names, as the Venetian Black Nobility has power beyond the control of normal governments,
its owa super secret intelligence service, and I am and are a law unto themselves. It is they who are
not talking about Heydrich's hangover, alias responsible for the shortages, the inflationary
Interpol, which is the private preserve of Mr. cycles, the high prices, the poverty, and suffering
David Rockefeller. I am talking about a killer so many are forced to endure. They have
network of intelligence agents paid by the Thurn destroyed the God-given dignity of man, they have
and Taxis families. I have it on good authority taken away the right of human beings to be treated
that Prince Louis Ferdinand Hohenzollem is being as human beings, thereby destroying the plan of
used by tbe Soviets to sell the idea of a neutral God that says we are all individuals with a right
Germany; on the promise that if be can deliver, to individual human dignity. But one cannot be
then dn Soviets will reunite Germany and see to dignified in the face of hopeless economic
it that all "royal houses" are restored to their circumstances.
rightful place. This is part of the decoupling of
Don't blame it on Christianity and capitalism.
Europe from America plan, and at least this section Blame it on the Black Nobility and the crowned
of the Black Nobility is working alongside the heads of Europe and the Eastern Liberal
Soviets, using vassals like Kissinger to do the Establishment in the USA, you steelworkers, you
auto industry and housing industry workers in
actual work.
- The Black Nobility is ever busy on the America who do not have a job. To the unemployed
financial front. As I said, billions of dollars flow in England, I say, look to your House of Windsor
into their safe haven, Switzerland, something like and to the Josephs and their vassal, Mrs. Thatcher,
$280 billion per m u m in flight capital and drug to find the source of your misery. Do not blame
money. Now the British are perfecting the it on Christianity or Capitalism. While millions
Euromarket system, a Black Nobility fraud scheme are out of work; the Black Nobility Duke of
of immense proportions, which when fully Grosvenor had the audacity to say that he does not
operational, will give the Black Nobility virtual ask people to rent his apartments at 25,000 pounds
control of most nations. The Masonic P2 Lodge per month-they seek him out, he proudly says.
and the Jesuits play a great role in this dirty This man has never done any real productive work
operation. The 1974 oil-shortage hoax netted the in his life. He lives off an iamense income from
Black Nobility hundreds of millions of dollars, ground rents of his real estate holdings in the heart
which was further bloated by the so-called of London. He is part of the Black Nobility bent
Eurodollar scam, another of their dirty tricks. on making a wasteland of British industry, already
--Again& e?rehfsrces, conventional governments are almost totally destroyed.
powerless. The Black Nobility has the power to
One of the moat blatant examples of
make or break 'ANY sioveinment as they showed oligarchical power is Monaco, where the royal
America by getting rid of Nixon.
house of Grimaldi, which traces its ancestry back
The British Guelphs rule by dominating the to the Grimaldis of Genoa, hold sway. It is a
raw materials markets, and for years have "fixedn private paradise for the oligarchists of Europe. Its
( a very good description) the price of gold, a base was established at the turn of the century by
commodity they do not produce or own. The the Societe Bains de Mer, a company that controls
House of Windsor (Guelph Black Nobility) also everything that moves in the principality. Edward
controls the price of copper, zinc, lead, and tin. It Blanc, a relative of Prince Rainier, was the founder
is no accident that the principle commodity of the company, and be married into the
exchanges are located in London. The House of oligarchical Rainiers, who, in turn, are run by the
Windsor can make or break the price of any Thurn and Taxis Black Nobility. Prince Rainier
commodity, or control it at a desired level. South suffered a sharp reminder that he is only nominally
Africa is just making this discovery. The price of in charge when his wife was killed in an
gold remains at an artificially low level, and will "accident". Prominent Black Nobility personalities
stay there until the South African economy is who are involved in the business end of Monte
ruined or the South Africans give up control of Carlo are Prince Trubetzkoy and the Portanovas
their country to some communist barbarian, as from the Venetian oligarchy.
happened in Rhodesia. (Mrs. Thatcher's
But we should not think that it is only in the
" d e ~ r a c y nin the heart of Aftica.)
field of money that the Black Nobility operates.
These operations are carried out by Black The Braganza family, which has its roots in the
Nobility-run companies like Lonrho and Venetian Black Nobility, was deeply involved in the
Oppenheimer, Philbro, British Petroleum and attempt to destabilize Paland, as were the Jesuits
several smaller companies. These companies have through Cardinal H o f h r and Monsignor Utz. The
bought into the United States in a way that should object with Poland was to destroy a nation state,
alarm every patriotic American. We must not just as the Bragamas are now destroying the nation
allow ourselves t o forget that it was the Black states of South and.Centra1 America. The
Nobility House of Windsor (Guelph) that ordered Hapsburgs want a united Poland, Austria and
Henry Kissinger t o activate the 1974 oil hoax, Hungary, and the Soviets have promised it to them,
which victimized the American consumer in a most if they will help in decoupling Europe from
cruel fashion. It is because of things like these that America.
our world is in such a financial mess. It is
The voa Thurn and Taxis families were also
because of these gigantic frauds that deeply implicated in the "soliclaritist" plot to
struggling people have lost faith in Christianity, overthrow the Polish government a d bring in a
and blame capitalism for their misery, when it is Moscow puppet regime. Other 'Black Nobility
not capitalism or Christianity that are to blame, families involved in Poland were the
but the selfish piggishness, the unbelievable Hohenzollems, the Hapsburgs, the Wittelsbachs
arrogance of the Black Nobility and the royal and the W~ttgensteinfamilies. All these families
families that are responsible for this sad state of have hisforits that take them back to their roots

in the Venetian and Genoest Black Ndbility
families. The role played by the Jesuits in the
solidarity affair in Poland is perhaps not so clear,
but the Jesuits did play a leading role in keeping
personal contact with the KGB until General
Jaruzelski smashed their contact man, Kania.
There are so many Black Nobility names that
I can mention, but space does not permit it. I do
want to include in this list of haughty aristocrats
the name of the largest landowner in Germany,
Prince Weldburg Zeil, whose family tree also has
its beginnings among the Venetian Black Nobility.
This agent of the One World Government CFRTrilateral group has publicly backed the Global
2000 Report, and is one of the leading opponents
of revitalizing German industry, which like British
industry, is already partially destroyed and beyond
recall. Again, it is ground rent that gives him his
enormous fortune, and as I said, this is the life
style the Black Nobility want to see restored, so,
away with industry and away with excess
population! Going to the other extreme, Alfred
Hitchcock was another operative widely used by
the Black Nobility. Hitchcock worked for British
intelligence, and significantly, was trained at a
Jesuit school. Hitchcock was used by the British
to mass-brainwash audiences through the medium
of the film industry. His movies are supposed to
generate a sense of fear. Of himself, Hitchcock
said: "I feel it is tremendously satisfLing to use the
cinematic art to achieve something of a mass
emotion. I was put into a Jesuit school in London.
It was probably during this period with the Jesuits
that a strong sense of fear developed." Spelbcmd
was the first Hitchcock movie to use a satanisti':
theme, which is, of course, much loved by thl:
Masons and therefore the Black Nobility and the
oligarchists, as a means of causing us to fear their
power.
So from Hitchcock t o Cardinal Beueli of
Florence who worked for the Colonna and
Palavicini Venetian Black Nobility families, the
Black Nobility demonstrates its ability to make use
of all types to do its work. What does the Black
Nobility hope to achieve?
The answer is very simple. It wants to retum
the world to the New Dark Ages, where the elite
few families will rule the world. What they
consider excess population will be killed off by
famine, epidemics of disease, and wars. Those that
escape the holocaust will survive under a feudal
system. Industry, which is the chief villain, a t
least according to the Black Nobility, must be shut
down completely. This will help to curb population
growth. The world will be a smaller and better
place to live in, they say. While that may be true
for this elite power group, the rest of us are going
to have a pretty thin time of it, if the plans of the
Black Nability eier succeed. Given the fact that
the Black Nobility and the royal houses of Europe
have cut a deal with the Soviet Union, and the
Geulphs of Britain are keeping their options open
through backdoor negotiations with Moscow via
Mrs. Thatcher, the plans of the Blwk Nobility,
which at first sight appear to be farfetched, are
beginning to take on the look of a grim reality.
Only by exposing the machinations of this dirty
group can we hope to stop them in their tracks.
Educating patriotic Americans is the only way we
can do this, and by that I mean, educating our
people to the reality of the Black Nobility and its
worldwide plan to destroy the USA as we know it
today. It is only the USA and Christianity @at
stand in the way of success for them, that is why
both must be destroyed!
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from Oglethorp. Traveling south on highway 49,
located on the west side of the highway. This
FEMA prison has no staff and no prisoners.
* Morgan, Ga,Calhoun County: 1-73 exit 32
to 300 south to Albany. Take highway 234 to
Morgan. Go through Morgan taking highway 45
south. The FEMA facility is 1 112 miles on the
right (west) side of highway 45. This FEMA
facility is fully manned and staffed but no
prisoners.
* Camilla, Ga., Mitchell County: from
Camilla take highway 19 south, travel 5.4 miles
from 37119 junction to Mount Zion Road, turn
left (east) on Mount Zion Road. The FEMA
facility is located on Mount Zion Road, aprox.
now being renovated.
5.7 miles south of Camilla. This facility is not
* Prowers County, Granada: Renovated manned or staffed and their are no priosoners.
WWII Japanese-American special internment
* Hawkinsville, Ga,Pulaski County: Located
detention facility.
on fire road 100lUpper River Road, 2 miles west
California:
from alternate 129 north 25711 12 east. Five
* Oakdale, CA: 90 miles East of San miles east of Hawkinsville. This FEMA facility
Francisco on HWY 120. Holds a minimum of is fully manned and staffed but no prisoners.
15,000 people, REX 84 program, Emergency
* Abbeyville, Ga.,Wilcox County: South side
Custodial Facility.
of Abbeyvilleon highway 129 (Broad Speet) off
* Vandenberg AFB: Located midway highway 280 (Main Street).- This FEMA facility
between San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara. is fully manned and staffed but no prisoners.
The base is on HWY 1 and close to HWY 101.
* &Rae, Ga,Telfair County: 1.5 miles west
REX 84 program, Emergency Custodial Facility. of McRae on highway 134 (8th street). The
* Ft. Irwin: Irwin is a remote mountain FEMA facility is on Irwinton Ave. off 8th street.
region south of Death Valley National This facility is fully manned and staffed but no
Monument. This base is designated as inactive; prisoners.
Frequencies: 153.7400 Georgia State
however, there is a umceqtration camp located at
this facility about 30 miles from Interstate IS in- Correctional Institutions; 154.9050 Intrastate
Barstow.
Coordinating (car;to-cartstate wide); 154.9356
Inyo County, Manzanar: Renovated WWII Intrastate Coordinating (base-to-baselstate wide);
Japanese-American special internment detention 155.3 700 Georgia Police Intersystem (state
center.
wide)
* Modoc County, Tule Lake: Renovated
Idaho:
WWII Japanese-American special internment
* Jerome County, Minipoka: Renovated
WWII Japanese-American special internment
detention facility.
* Sacramento Army Depot: No specific data detention facility.
at this time.
* Kooski PLUS 50 miles East ... Near Lolo
Florida:
Pass Moose Creek. Unmanned and there is a
* Avon Park: No data available
nearby landing strip in or near a national forest.
* Camp Krome: Located near Miami Dept. of
Illinois:
Justice detention and interrogation facility.
Marseilles: It is located on the Illinois River
* Eglin AFB: This base is greater than 50 off Interstate 80 on HWY 6. It is a relatively
miles long extending from Pensacola Bay to small facility with a capacity of 1400 prisoners.
HWY 331 in De Funiak Springs. It is adjacent to Though it is small it is designed like other
Interstate 10 on the north and the Fort Walton concentration camp facilities with high fences
Beach vacation spot. REX 84 program, topped with barbed wire and guard towers.
Emergency Custodial Facility.
Being located on the Illinois River it is possible
Georgia:
that prisoners will be brought in by water, air and
Ft. Benning: Located East of Columbia near ground. Note: This facility is relatively close to
the GeorgialAlabama state line. REX 84 Chicago, Illinois.
program, Emergency Custodial Facility.
Indiana:
Prisoners from all over the U.S. may be brought
* Thousands of acres located just out of
in via Lawson Army airfield.
Indianapolis, Indiana, holds a large concentration
* Unadilla, Ga., Macon County: Located on camp facility complete with barracks, high fence,
East Railroad Street. Plunket road leads into the razor wire, towers, turnstyles, a railroad,
facility 1-112 miles from Unadilla on county road helicopter landing pads, and what appears to be
23 0. This is a FEMA prison, manned and three large furnaces with 3-inch mains on one of
staffed, but no prisoners.
the buildings.
* Oglethorpe, Ga., Macon County: Facility is This is a massive facility, still under
located five miles from Montezuma, three miles construction with a completition date sometime

-

CONCENTRATION CAMPS LISTING?
12/3 1/97

DR. AL OVERHOLT

From the INTERNET, courtesy James M.
Seabourn, 12131/97: [quoting]
Alabama:
Opelika WWII GermanJItalian POW camp
now being renovated.
Alaska:
Wilds of Alaska, possibly East of
Anchorage. No access by road, however, there is
r railway system. Facility holds 500,000 and
will be used for forced labor.
Arizona:
* l7f. Huachua, Arizona: 20 miles from the
Mexican border, 30 miles from Nogales. Rex 84
program, Emergency Custodial Facility.
* Florence: WWII GermadItalian POW camp
.low being renovated.
* Pinal C o w , Gila River: Renovated WWII
Japanese-American special internment detention
facility.
* Yuma County, Colorado River: Renovated
WWII Japanese-American special internment
detention facility.
Arkansas:
* Ft. Chaffee: Has a new runway for aircraft,
new detention camp facilities with capacity of
20,000 prisoners.
ChicotIDrew Counties, Jerome: Renovated
special Interment camps for Japanese-Americans,

WWII.

* Descha County, Rohwer: Renovated WWIl
Japanese-American special internment detention
centers.
* Blythville AFB: This base was closed but is
now being used as a camp location. New
wooden barracks have been constructed at this
location. This camp is surrounded by high wire
topped with barbed wire, and has guard towers.
* Berryville: FEMA facility located east of
Eureka on hwy 62. Mark Korneke claims that it
is located near [chicrkm-man]Tyson's property.
* Omaha: FEMA facility located on Hwy 65
south of old wood-processing plant. It is on an
old dirt road that leads to a toxic-waste dump.
Note: The facility in MS. is also located on an old
toxic-waste dump.
Colorado:
Trinidad: WWII GermadItalian POW camp

+
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* Scottsbluff: WWII Germanhtalian POW being renovated.
in 1996.
* Amarillo: FEMA detention facility
* F t. Benjamin Harrison: A U. S. Army camp being renovated.
*
Northwest
comer
of
state:
FEMA
detention
Utah:
facility located on the outskirts of Indianapolis
facility
* Millard County-Central Utah: Renovated
will be used to hold prisoners of the NWO.
* Northeast comer of state: FEMA detention WWII Japanese-American special internment
* Ft. Wayne: FEMA detention facility
* Terre Haute: FEMA detention facility
facility
detention facility.
* South Central Hastings area: FEMA
* Skull Valley Camp: Williams propertyKansas:
* Leavenworth: U.S. Marshal's Fed Holding detention facility
west of the old bombing range south/
Facility PFP.
Nevada:
southwestern portion of Camp Williams. This
* Concordia: WWII GermanfItalian POW
* Elco: There is a prison facility 10 miles out camp wcis' discovered by a man and his son who
were rabbit hunting; they were discovered and
camp being renovated.
of Elco.
* El Dorado: Federal prison to be converted
* Wells Camp is located in the O'Niel Basin apprehended.
* Utah Lake: 15 miles south of Saratoga
area, 40 miles North of Wells, and west off
to U.N. forced labor facility.
Recreation Center, 200-300 yards off the road,
Topeka: 80 acres converted to a holding HWY 93, 25 miles.
* Winnemucca Camp is located at the 1-80 black wire 40-to-50 feet tall, made to look
camp for anti-New World Order prisoners.
mile-marker 112, on the south side of the road something like a golf driving range.
Kentucky:
and 314 miles off of the road.
* Cedar City: East of Cedar City, Utah-no
Louisville: FEMA detention facility
* Wells/Winnemucca Camp is lcated near the more data.
Lexington: FEMA detention facility
Louisiana:
base line of the mountains.
Washington:
* Reno, Nevada: PLUS 150 miles east, south * Okanogan County: Borders Canada and is a
* Livingston: WWII GermanfItalian POW
side of road if you're headed west, 150 yards off site for a massive concentration camp capable of
camp being renovated.
Maine:
the road.
holding hundreds of thousands of people who
will be used for slave labor. This is probably one
* Houlton: WWII Germdtalian POW camp New York:
* Ft. Drum located in upstate New York, of the locations that will be wed to hold hardbeing renovated.
probable location for Eastern area processing of core patriots who will be held captive for the rest
Missouri:
Richards, Gebaur AFB: This facility is people, located newr the St. Lawrence River and of their lives.
A large civilian access to Lake Ontario. Both waterways may be
Wisconsin:
located in Grandview.
* Ft. McCoy: Located in western Wisconsin
internment facility has been built on this facility, used for transport. Located very close to
30 miles East of Lacrosse between the point
and base persomefare restricted from the area. Canada.
* Watertown: FEMA detention facility
[sic] where 90 and 94 intersect. REX 84
Michigan:
*
Albany FEMA: detention facility
pmgmm, b e r m Custodial Facility.
*
Bay City: Sits on Saginaw Bay which
--conirects tb Lake Hurbn. Prisoners may be
* ~uffafoiP E ~ A
detention facility
* Central part of the state: FEMA detention
Ohio:
facility.
brought in by ship from either the United States
* Cleveland: FEMA detention facility
Wyoming:
or Canada. This facility has high fencing, barbed
* Columbus: FEMA detention facility
Park County-Hart Mountain: Renovated
wire and guard towers.
WWII Japanese-American special internment
* Cincinnati: FEMA detention facility
* Grayling Camp, Grayling, Michigan:
* Lima: FEMA detention facility
detention facilities.
National Guard Base. Detention facility. Guard
* North Central part of the state: FEMA
towers, razor wire. See the photographs at
Oklahoma:
*
Oklahoma
City:
Tinker
AFB-this
is
a
detention
facility
<http:Nwww. flash.netbmsmith0 1>
* Southeast part of the state: FEMA detention
* Southwest area of the state: FEMA civilian detention facility, all base personnel are
prohibited from going near the area, and the area facility
detention facility
* Southwest part of the state: FEMA
* Central part of the state: FEMA detention is under constant guard.
* McAlester: WWII GermanfItalian POW detention facility
facility
camp being renovated.
* East Yellowstone: Manned facilityDetroit: FEMA detention facility
*
Will
Rogers
Air
Port:
This
is
a
newly
investigators
were apprehended by European
Mississippi:
* Hancock County: The NASA facility at this constructed FEMA facility, and it is believed that soldiers, unable to identify the language used by
location has two camps, the first being located at it will be used as a primary processing center for the foreign soldiers; American government
helped clear the situation.
the end of Kiln road at Waveland, and then the prisoners West of the Mississippi River.
Pennsylvania:
next raad bRer ammo road at the Post Office.
* Indiantown Gap Military Reservation:
Please visit:
The second camp is located in the center of a rest
<http://www.prospectorsbanqueclub.com~
station back from the Interstate. Inmates from Located North of Harrisburg, Pa. Used for
and <http://www.eagleflt.com>
the Hancock County Jail claim they have worked WWII POW camp and renovated by Pres. Jimmy
To receive posts from this list send an e-mail
details involving the delivery of food to these Carter. Was used to hold Cubans during Marie1
to me with the word "subscribe*' in the subject
camps under the supervision of U.N. guards. boat lift.
* Camp Hill: Camp Hill, Pa., located off I- box. David E. Rydel
One individual claims that one of these camps is
EAGLEFLIGHT United States Theatre
full of Europeans: men, women and children all 15, sits across the navigable Susquehanna River
within the same compound. He said that the from Harrisburg. Close to Cumberland Army Command; Voice-248-391-0798, Fax-248-391U.N. guards stationed there were severely Depot and the Camp Hill Correctional Facility. 6785, e-mail: <EAGLEFLT@thumb.net> [End
* Crossville: WWII GermanfItalian POW quoting]
beating the prisoners who appeared to be
Camp
being renovated.
involved in forced labor.
I haven't verified any of this, but thought it
Texas:
Though it is impossible to verify this
* Ft.Hood: Ft. Hood has a newly-built should be brought to your attention even so.
information at this time I did hear a recorded
Very interesting how many of these places
interview with this inmate, and he sounded very concentration camp, constructed complete with
towers, high fencing, and barbed wire.
are staffed and prepared but no prisoners. They
sincere.
* Mexia: WWII German1 Italian POW camp must be expecting to use them soon! &&
Nebraska:
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New Year's Note
From Doris Ekker
1/1/98

DORIS EKKER

Please, let me take a few minutes to thank you
wonderful friends who have remembered us with
everything from lung herbs to chocolate-nut fudge.
Guess which I liked best?! I was, however, asked
to pass around the fudge and did so in order to live
with my conscience.
Believe me when I say the paper crew needed
the love and nurturing far more than I during this
past week.
I lose track of time so I think it to have been
last Friday that Jack T. found water running out of
the meeting room door. That only classifies the
room in case you have been here. It is where the
paper gets done, the paper gets STORED in a
thousand boxes from floor t o half way t o the
ceiling-and other events take place. Water was
also running down the back storage area where so
much stuff is stored that the heart skips a beat as
to what kind of damage confronted us.
We have t o realize that the temperature got
pretty cold a couple of days last week, BUT since
it was 55 degrees a t nine o'clock last night and
even the trailer lines have not frozen, there is a bit
of nasty possibilities afoot. We will, for the record
HERE, assume the pipes froze and burst.
However, Charles says he believed the pipes were
"broken" in more than one place and that smacks
of other than the "natural hand of God". Oh well.
The bottom boxes were, of course, destroyed,
carpets either wasted or we have to see how they
fare after drying. The whole thing has required so
much work and now half the people here are sick
with colds and flu from being in frigid water,
mopping. .Our hearts go out to flood victims even
more generously than before.
A lot of damage was done because the -complex
is a n L-shaped mini-mall, but it appears the
damage was confined mainly to the mid-section,
which we pray will only damage papers, books,
products, and hopefully not have permanently
damaged electronics, etc. It appears no other
businesses were damaged, which is a relief IF the
wet wires haven't shorted out electric circuits.
Our team is so thoughtful of our own problems
with court battles weekly that "somehow" E.J. and
I were informed only after the fact. However, we
note .that the dampness and chill will probably keep
us from any meetings for a couple of weeks and,
therefore, I am taking this opportunity to write
instead-just in case.
People sometimes do terrible things when they
think they won't be caught because of good coverup sheltering and, yes, it would be easy Eor those who
have been with us to meetings, worked in the buildmg,
or any other set of circumstances to get somedung like
this done. Usually it is a "burning" that happens to

the Word of God or in Patriot Games, but we wait and
we WILL FIND OUT-WE ALWAYS DO, AND IT
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE THROUGH ANYTHING
M%TICAL OR INVISIBLE.
We have had some friends write and ask if
Dharma is able to do any writing at all. Oh yes, the
facts are that I have done MORE writing than even
early-on. It, however, must be from the instructions
t o the immediate involved financial people, to
whatever can go into the paper and/or loumals. We
have global involvement these days and the privacy
factor is great indeed. We have some extremely
good receivers filling in Korton, Soltec, THE
Masters of the Seven Rays, and short messages from
Cmdr. Hatonn. Esu Sananda (The Master Teacher
recognized most often in current days as "Jesus") is
writmg daily and sometimes many times daily as we
get closer to happenings days. This, of course, is
with Thomas and we are caused to realize, or at the
least be reminded, that things are con'lfiig'trj'a heavy
broil and HE, after all, (Esu, not Thomas) is the
Captain of that intermediary ship of God's State.
We witness things happening in and ofthe sky and it
is quite unnerving, even if you know what is going
on. But it is getting more and more widespread as to
witnesses so we attend our business, mostly, and
therefore miss most of the action. However, from
time to time we are in the right place at the right time
and can't seem to miss the events.
We were driving back from Reno,'Nevada (a 9hour drive) from court night before last and we
watched as a blue-ish, green-ish ball of energy was
literally loosed from somewhere up there to a very
fast and hard down-thrust to Earth. It seems that
there were many of these witnessed aqd during the two
hours following the events there was a breakdown of
the 9 11 Emergency services-during the most
incredibly busy time of Los Angeles. The outage was
widespread in Southern California and we don't know
how much farther it encompassed. We weteaatthe
area of China Lake Naval Weapons ( h t e r on a major
freeway between L.A. and Mammoth Lakes, Tahoe
and, of course, Reno, Nevada.
Something else that was so disquieting that I
could not imagine people pouring into some of the
areas like Mammoth and outside Reno where there
were literally massive vents belching volcanic
steam from cracks right through the ground. We
have been there many times-but this time the
steam was pouring forth and you could, in a clos'ed
car, smell the fumes so badly as to want to cover
your face. "Oh well," came the skiers' response
to, "Aren't you nervous"? Or you get something
like, "We don't care, we got the kids snowmobiles
and we are going to die having fun if that's what it
means." And nice deal to go with it-probably a
breakdown in the Emergency Services systems and
there will be NOBODY to even hear the cries for help.

Last week came through a MAJOR statement
by one of the CBS network's local daughter
stations. The word from San Francisco geologists
was that there was a probable quake to hit on the
Hayward Fault (Oakland) cutting under both San
Francisco and the Bay area. Massive rocks had
been shoved up through the Eault intersections and
an early WARNING went out that a 7-point, or
larger..auake
- was ex~ectedANY MOMENT. This
was repeated O N C E * Dr.
~ ~Young,
~
who monitors
the quake maps like superglue-could actually find
no mention of it even the following day. What
goes on? EVERYTHING. It is, after all, Bowl
Time and Parade Time and "WE DO NOTHING TO
PANIC THE PUBLIC TOURISTS". came down the
h the rubble
word. Fine, just dump millions of
but don't panic the people? Happy New Year!
w

L
J

There is so much going on in the courts that
drag us in and out until we can't seem to keep even
the court of the day in mind. However it is hard to
forget a major hearing set for December 30! This
is a tactic of attorneys and our first hearing of any
kind was Dec. 28, 1988, starting ten years of Hell.
[9 of which are behind us-don't ask me how she
knows there are 10-EJ].
But, BOY, have we
learned a lot not taught in schools.
We had about decided not t o attend this
particular hearing since it was so "cut and dried"
in our favor-but that alone gave cause to go into
shock, so the better part of wisdom-even if
inconvenient and miserable-was BE THERE. It
was worth it.
George Green's attorney Horton came with his
objections btit didn't bother b bring Green since be
"had it sewed up" to simply bury the case and get a
major continuance. He went blank when he saw
E. J. and me sitting across from him. It got
worse-FOR HIM. He said he had filed an
"opposition" paper but somehow it "must have
gotten lost around the court during the holidays",
The Judge checked and no, none had been filed and
even the one loaned to him at the bench by Horton
HAD NOT BEEN STAMPED "FILED". In other
words, this dirty bounder was lying one lie after
another and this time the judge nailed him. The
judge went back through the cases and found that
"on the eve of trial" Green and Horton had filed
their first bankruptcy and now, they had "doneit
again". The judge was not amused!
Since the trustee was not prcsent, the long and
short of the outcome, since we had come such a
long way, was to remove the stay of process SO
WE CAN GET THE CASE BACK MTO STATE
COURT AND GREEN AND HORTON, ALONG
WITH ABBOTT (WHO HAS NOTHING TO DO
WITH THE CASE EXCEPT BUTT-IN) ARE W
HOT WATER. We expect other games but it
appears the games are getting rougher and harder
ON THEM EACH TIME THEY DO
SOMETHING LIKE THIS.
[From EJ: To clarify, Horton had served his
opposition on Elley but didn't send it to the CouR,
relying on the good nature of the Court to give him
a continuance t o send in another copy, easily
wasting another 30 days. Two things tripped hiin
up: We were there, and Elley said, "Your Honor,
my clients drove all the way up here from Southem
California. If you give Mr. Horton a continuancp;.I
believe it appropriate that he pay 'sanctions' to ply
client since it will necessitate another trip." In
summary His Honor said, "It appears this
bankruptcy was nat filed in good faith and therehe I
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am going to grant your request for release from the
'stay'. Also I note that Mr. Horton's opposition was
not filed timely which is further reason not to delay
your action in State court.')
Will "justice" prevail? Well, it would be more
like: "Can justice be rebirthed, even handicapped?"
Let us not expect too much from those Nevada
court judgesa who have totally compromised
themselves for the past 5-6 YEARS. Now their
corruption and lies have slopped over to the Texas
system [which doesn't seem to need much helpl.
Abbott and Horton have been caught with the
lies in their mouths-THIS WEEK. The court has
been notified as of a filing yesterday in good old
Judge Gamble's court in Minden, Nevada. We
have no idea of living entities which give eggs and
1/1/98 HATONN
know because we filed the papers for Mr. Elley as
healthy meat. This does not even take into
THE INCREDIBLE BEAT JTY
consideration the feathers which pad your pillows
we went through town.
Now we a s k you: Who could possibly be
and your beds in some places that you might lay
OF A NEW YEAR
having more fun? God said have JOY and seek not
your head upon softness instead of the stone from
revenge-buthedidNOTsaYwecouldn'tenJo~a
Please do not miss the major positive thepathway.
bit of return for lies rendered in the reaping as the information coming from your "days of counting"
sowing was cast forth.
and the seemingly passing of cyclic dates and days.
ALIEN ENCOUNTER
David Overton, of the infamous gold stash, was We may well not have interest in such days and
already heartbroken over the pressures applied to hours passing and only attend sequential events
I spoke a while back on the book entitled
further steal his property. Let us always remember which impact our purpose-but remember!!-on
ALIEN E N C O W E R which was being featured
Dave as offering us the best in education possible Earth and within the human experience of physical on the Trinity Broadcasting Station (recognized
and who allowed us to learn in a way unsurpassed planning and expectation-EVERYTHING i s somehow as the Christian network). I had no
as God always teaches BEST through example. based on that old clock and calendar. We can information, but in the wee hours of one morning
Through that connection, and me being an old thereby watch and monitor progress or seeming Rick happened to see a rerun of the program and
Texas girl, we have made such contacts as Gal set-backs and move right on with realization of jotted down the contact number for your use. NO,
Burgin. He was the very one working with Dave at how it REALLY is going beyond the propaganda- we don't have the volume but I can say that Rick
the very time of Dave's death. Cal had set up scattering of controllers upon a world in confusion. was stunned as well as were others watching the
appointments with a Notary and was a special and
misinformation play right into the hands of those
good friend of Dave's-Dave having bought the
CHICKENS IN HONG KONG
who would have you "good Christians" throw
gold in the first place from Cal and the gold dealer,
away your lives, both here and "there". If you
L?rry Spence. Want an interesting bit of
Needless killing of ANY of God's creations is want the volume, then you will have to get
informatioh out of all this? Abbott and Horton are a cause for sadness and the slaughter of the Hong infomation from (714) 73 1-1000.
I find it interesting that Rick used, as a notethe ones trying evenharder than George q e e n to Kong Chicken (and all market fowl) is abhorrent to
get their dirty thlevlng hands on those corns. 1s our senses. Then we watch with both amusement pad, a copy of The Final Call from our friends,
this despicable or what?
and amazement a t the fact that the "church" Farrakhan, e t al. And, on the front cover is
We are being provided A WAY to eventually religious leaders did in fact have a special prayer rekrence to inside material wherein the headline reads
get our projects done and long ago we stopped meeting foLthe "souls" of these murdered animals. "CBC [see below] seeks Ron Brown death M s .
thinking the "gold" would help us according to Did I find it amusing? NO! I did not, for there is
For you of short memories, which is all of us,
Dave's wishes. So, we trust and work and the trees a consciousness within all living things, and to we have to remind you that Ron Brown was a
are about ready for harvesting the first perfect fruit. wipe out millions of any living creature is without Presidential (U.S.) Cabinet member and was killed,
YOU, OUT THERE, HAVE PROVIDED THE conscience. The action was a political move, and supposedly when the plane within which he and
WAY TO GET TO HERE FOR WE SEE NO flu viruses didn't have anything to do with it, but other passengers were riding collided with a
OTHER WAY IT COULD HAVE BEEN now think of what will happen t o the massive mountain. There were DAYS of mourning and
ACCOMPLISHED. Mark GilBo~ne(Gil Boyne), market for food supplies! Hardship comes most homage-paying to this man who all along the way
the noted Master Teacher of H ~ ~ n o t h e rsaid,
a ~ ~ ,treacherously from the "pecking order" of political was MURDERED. Now facts have it that this
a s he physically took on a nasty and adverse manipulations.
man actually died of a gunshot to the head. This
heckler in a class graduation, that sometimes You
Two things stand out above the obvious, and passed through, and out of, the news lately and now an
have to meet the adversary and Evil ''head on". one is that a cooked chicken IS SAFE without investigation is demandec;. Why? The body is gone; the
Now readen. Gil has to be in his seventies and this ability to pass on the virus. Could not the dead lies are told, and what else is new?
nerd was probably 40-something. Gil 'I'I-lREW chickens have been processed into food, at the least
By the way, the CBC is Congressional Black
this man bodily out of the room- This was over a for needy and hungry masses? This has been a Caucus. The Blacks are finally beginning to stop
decade ago and only NOW do I realize what typical show-and-tell of the media, politicians, and overlooking everything. But, they are not the ones
happened in that room--THAT DAY! It took World Health Organization. What is going to be breaking the news of this story. The facts are that
three men to Just separate Gil from this blowhard. the NEXT thrust? Well, if according to prior in December there were major media reports which
Pogo once said in the f u n n y - ~ a ~ that
e r "I have habits, there will be a vaccination program wherein raised questions about the death of the Commerce
met the enemy and it is me.'' Well, we have now every person in Hong Kong and, eventually, in the Secretary (Ron Brown). The reports surfaced
met our own enemy--AND IT IS NOT world, will be inoculated-WITH THE SHORT- first in the Pittsburgh Tribune Review, based on
OURSELVES, so the choices become less and less LIVED VIRUS WHICH WILL THEN MUTATE statements from TWO Air Force MEDICAL
difficult to discern and judge.
AND INDIVIDUALIZE AND YOU WILL HAVE EXAMINERS about a bullet wound in Mr.
I Just wanted to briefly catch UP with a few SOMETHING AKIN TO ANTHRAX. HAPPY Brown '
s head.
items that many of you ask about as in "where are NEW YEAR.
The location of the "possible" bullet wound
we9'' I expect we will be getting more information
What was appalling is the fact that a spiritual was located in such strategic placement (execution
on that topic as these change-over days continue so practice and tradition was not only scorned, but style) that it is highly doubtful if Ron Brown was
I, like you, will have to wait. I know a lot of became the ridicule rally-point of the media. The doing his usual jogging and speech-making WITH
things are "working", and probably better without Natives of every nation, in their appreciation for THE THING IN HIM.
us, so we can only reach out and thank you for all the fruits of a world for their use, ALWAYS gave,
Ah but-the pictures proving the bullet hole
You have done to share with us and we hope You and give, appreciation to the animal of lesser and lead fragments have "mysteriously
had a wonderful time through the holidays and stature than man, for sustenance. What are you disappeared". Oh, by the way number two:
have renewed hope as we step into this New Year. going to do, citizens, as most little city children Photographs showed the black-box recorder being
With great love and appreciation, Doris.
only recognize Kentucky Fried Chicken pieces and found and removed from the scene. The public
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was told that there was no black box and nothing
was recovered.
I am presenting this brief notation because you
people who read CONTACT have the best
information resource ON THE GLOBE! Because
i t is the best resource, we will not ruin that
ongoing resource by telling too much, but you can
go back some year or so and you will find that
even our beloved friend Cal Burgin wrote a major
paper on this happening, as did such as Gary Wean
and MYSELF.
The published information showed that each
story, of which there were many, changed with
every telling and presentation. When proof came
there was not bad weather-change the tale and
thus and so. The people involved, such as the
Medical Examiners, WERE PLACED UNDER
GAG ORDER FOR A MINIMUM OF A YEARAND-A-HALF AND THAT BEING UNDER
THREAT
OF
TREASON
AND
IMPRISONMENT. Would you have released such
information? Be sure about that because would
you really? This is a hard world, readers, and one
in which death is as easily contracted as a bad case
of headache.

&
THE MIDDLE EAST
LOUIS FARRAKHAN'S TREK TO
THE HOLY LANDS
Why dwell on Louis Farrakhan any further?
Well, why dwell on Clinton, Arafat, Saddam
Hussein, Billy Graham, Hal Lindsey or any other
"important" person? For THAT very reason: "He
, c
is important!"
Mr. Farrakhan made a trip to help, if he could
do so, bring some negotiations and assistance to
the plight at stalemate between Israel and the
Palestinians. BUT, AS USUAL, THE ISRAELIS
REJECTED
ALL
PROPOSALS
AND
DENOUNCED,
ALSO
AS
USUAL,
FARRAKHAN AND ARAFAT.
But you Christians don't abide the Muslims?
What do YOU know about the Muslims? What of
Islam? What of the TRUTH of your own so-called
RELIGION? Note: I did not say, "Spiritual Path
of Truthn-I said: RELIGION!
The Master Teacher, at his own condemnation
day a very long time ago, warned the Jews
(Pharisees, as they were called in that day) that a
Man would come along and he would also be
misunderstood and his messages twisted, but that
he would bring unending and eternal trials and
sorrow unto the people who would do this
dastardly deed. IT IS SO! It was said then and I
will refresh your memory: "His name will be
Prophet Muhammad (by any spelling you wish)."
This Prophet said in his many teachings that
"...one is not a Muslim, one is not a righteous
person, until one loves for his brother, what he
loves for himself..."
I am not writing here to give you your religious
or non-religious le ssons-Y OU KNOW THE
RULES. However, it is important to realize how
"Holy" wars come into being and this is how-one
dirty move following another pushed off on the
masses while property and rights AS HUMANS
are taken away. Therefore the "people" do
whatever is allowed within the religious guidelines
as by other human manipulators and ''prophet$' to
distract and move you into physical violence. It is
coming, beloved friends; my goodness-is it ever
coming, and it will be a confrontation beyond all
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prior times.
I want to point out that you are in the midst of
the HOLY DAYS of Mecca, recognized as
Ramadan. As these visits as above are joined
within major leadership "summits", you will likely
find a lot of decisions coming out of the meetings
during this time of unification of the people in that
area of the Middle East as confrontation of
circumstances are met and plans laid forth. May
GOD have mercy for when the major entities clash
it shall be hard-and many, many will die.
Could so-called "freedom" and progress be
attained through non-war? Yes, but it is not
according to the religious teachings that such
should come totally to pass.
Will this suck in the Blacks around the globe?
Yes, and that will, even if not in the line of fire,
take in the Nation of Islam. It is a hard time for
MAN for he has been told and taught WRONG
concepts. However, it IS the way of mankind and
so shall it be whatever mankind decides to choose
as to direction for his journey.
Did Farrakhan, as touted, go right into Iraq?
Of course-WOULDN'T YOU AS A PEACEFUL
LEADER GO INTO IRAQ? Oh, FEAR keeps you
from going and doing that which is RIGHT? Then
don't complain about anyone else until you have
DONE WHAT IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO!
Farrakhan is simply on a world friendship tour
to 50 nations. It is not a political or military
journey and is it not worthy to go on friendship
tours and go beyond the hype and lies of media
disinformation?
I want to share with you some of the speech
given by this honorable man in Baghdad, Iraq, and
see what YOU find wrong with it.
You will note the approach of lifting the U.S.
(stop lying to self and calling it U.N.) sanctions
which are murdering in massacre numbers, the
innocent VICTIMS of your dire and hideous deathdealing politics of this New World Order of the
Elite and GODLESS (except Satanic Luciferian)
ORDER.
This is shared with us by THE FINAL CALL,
December 23, 1997. The speech was offered on
December 10, also 1997.
[QUOTING:]

B
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FARRAKHAN CALLS FOR LIFTING
OF IRAQI SANCTIONS.
by Louis Farrakhan
In the Name o f Allah [H: .Sorry folks, also
recognized as "Aton'; ,ATONN, THE One Light,
and GOD-WOW!], the Beneficent; the Mercitirl.
AMERICA IS LEADING THE WORLD today
in a campaign against terrorism. Terrorism is
described as acts of violence that take the lives of
innocent men, women and children for political
purposes. Those who engage in acts of terrorism
do so because they see no redress for their
grievances in the halls of justice that have been set
up to give justice to those who are aggrieved.
All acts of violence for political purposes
against the innocent must cease. If the Muslim
world unites, then our voice will be heard and there
will be no need for any Muslim individual or group
to engage in such activity. If we become the voice
of all who are deprived of justice, they will have no
need to engage in the killing of innocent people to
achieve political ends. Our unity on the basis of
the Holy Qur'an is the end of all acts of terror.
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In this regard, sanctions are a weapon of mass
destruction and should be viewed by the nations as
the greatest form of terrorism, for sanctions kill the
innocent people to achieve a political end. Since
the conclusion of the Gulf War, 1.4 million lives
have been lost in Iraq. If you take the total of lives
lost as a percentage against the total Iraqi
population and compare that loss, percentagewise,
to the population of America, if similar sanctions
were imposed on America, her losses would total
18 million people. How can we remain silent in the
face of this slaughter? What nation has suffered
more than 10 times as many losses after the war
was over than during the war?
Would any Muslim like to be charged by God
with being an accomplice to murder because we
remain silent in the face of this slaughter? Allah
says in the Qur'an: "Persecution is worse than
slaughter." Therefore, all civilized nations must
reject terrorism in all its forms as evil, and the
Muslim nations must forbid what is evil and guide
to what is best! Therefore, we are asking the
representatives of the Organization of Islamic
Conference (OIC) to call on the United Nations
Secretary General Kofi Annan to urge the lifting of
UN sanctions on Iraq, Libya, and the Sudan, and to
call on Britain and the United States to lift sanctions
against Iran, Nigeria, Cuba, and North Korea.
The OIC must demand of the Secretary General
of the United Nations that the two Libyan nationals
charged with the bombings of Pan Am Flight 103
over Lockerbie, Scotland, be tried in a neutral
country, that their guilt or innocence may be
ascertained. The families of the victims deserve
closure to this, and certainly the Libyan people
should not suffer if there has been no proof in a
court of law $hat, b
r &iqe9$.are g@ltx,#-quch'
act. Sanctions should be lifted froin Libya because
innocent people should not suffer these acts of
terror for political purposes.
The UN must not be the instrument of the
foreign policy objectives of the only remaining
superpower. If the UN fails to respond to the OIC,
then the Muslim world must act and defy these
sanctions. Some may say: "But the West will use
its power against us." But, there is a verse in the
Bible that says: "Let the Kings of the East dry up
the River Euphrates." The Kings of the East
cannot dry up the water in the River Euphrates, but
there is a river that the West depends on, which the
Kings of the East CAN dry up. [H: Oh precious
readers, the "Kings" can dry up the river waters
because all it requires is the turning of closure
valves a t t h e now famous dam ON THE
EUPHRATES. The Kings would have to get
their henchmen within the country to accomplish
this feat, but indeed it can AND WILL be done.
Don't you EVER underestimate the power
coming now from the FAR EAST ! I do,
however, concur that there is a more immediately
important "river" that can be dried and it would
toss such a cog in the spokes of the Western
wheels as to rattle your brains.]
I call on the world, from this Cradle of
Civilization, to cry out against this reign of terror.
Member nations of the OIC should contribute to
build a center in Mecca that features an Institute
For the Resolution of Conflict among Muslim
states and organizations that never again should
Muslims shed the blood of Muslims.
As America and the West are entering the
Christmas season, where the celebration of Jesus
Christ as the Prince of Peace is heralded, the theme
at Christmas is "Peace on Earth, goodwill toward
men." As we, the Muslims, are entering the Holy
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Month of Ramadan, where we sacrifice things that
are natural-food, water and sex during the
daylight hours-to attain closeness to God, what
better season to appeal to the nations for peace?
The American people stood against the killing
of children in Vietnam by United States forces.
[H: Well, sort of.] Some even sang in the streets
of America: "Hey, Hey, LBJ, LBJ, how many
Vietnamese children have you killed today?"
President Clinton, in your youth you had the moral
courage to oppose the war in Vietnam. Would you
want history to write of you as the killer of babies
through sanctions? Where is your courage today?
[H: W a s THAT courage back then or purely
cowardice?]
I believe i t is time for the American
administration to sit down with President Saddam
Hussein to begin a dialogue. Knowing that each
party has terms for peace, sit down and reason
together and determine what is just. If we follow
the course of justice, peace will surely follow.
The 21st century can be a century of peace, if
we move back the clouds of war. President Clinton
said he wanted to build a bridge t o the 2 1st
century. Will it be a bridge over a river of blood,
revolution and war; or can we build a bridge over
these troubled waters toward peace?
If you, Mr. Clinton, cannot hear my appeal
because I am a Muslim, a descendant of slaves,
and Black, will you listen to His Holiness the
Pope, who has called for a political solution to the
problems of Iraq and has called for an end to
sanctions? I hope that as His Holiness goes to
Cuba, that the bridge of reconciliation that he
builds will affect your policy toward that nation.
In closing, let me say to the Muslims from the
Qur'an: "And hold fast by the covenant of Allah,
d1 togethet', and be not disunited. And remember
Allah's favor to you when you were enemies, then
He united your hearts, so, by His favor you
became brethren. And you were on the brink of a
pit of fire, and He saved you from it. Thus, Allah
makes clear to you His Messages that you may be
guided. "
TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, I know that
some of my country will say: "Farrakhan is a
traitor, and we should try him for treason for
giving aid and comfort to our enemies." However,
if Mother Teresa or Lady Diana came to Baghdad
and went t o the Saddam Hussein Hospital for
Children, and cradled a baby dying for the lack of
medicine due to sanctions, you would call her a Saint.
But because I am a descendant of slaves, because I
am a Muslim, and because I appear to be defiant,
some will say that I should be dealt with harshly.
I am not defiant. I am obedient t o God's
command. I feel the pain and the suffering of my
Muslim brothers and sisters, wherever they suffer
on this Earth, and I feel the pain of human beings
wherever they suffer. As a servant of God an&an
emissary of peace, should I not feel the pain of
those who suffer and visit them and offer them
comfort?
Sometimes the most patriotic citizens are those
who love their country enough to stand against the
will of their leaders, if they believe the will of their
leaders is wrong. A Canadian woman stood up
against the destruction and maiming of innocent
life by land mines. [H: And of course, Diana died
because of her pleas for stopping the insanity.]
A few days ago, 125 nations signed a treaty
against the use of such weapons. [H: But the
United States of America DID NOT SIGN THE
TREATY.] As a citizen of the United States I
have a duty to America, but my FIRST DUTY is
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to GOD. I have a duty to all humanity, whether
they are Muslims or not. As it is written in the
Qur'an as a command for me and for all Muslims:
"Keep your duty to Allah as it ought to be kept,
and die not iir.lzss you are'a Muslim." [H: And
wow, we were doing so well until we put on the
restrictions of one sect against bother!]

*

t

*

The new century can be a century of peace.
May Allah (God) grant the President of the United
States the desire to please God. May Allah grant
the people of Iraq and all those who suffer under
sanctions to remain steadfast in faith, and
remember that after difficulty comes ease. May
Allah grant us the ability to remove the scales from
the eyes of the spiritual leaders of the world, that
we will give direction to the Caesars of the world,
that we may render unto Caesar what is Caesar's,
and render under God what is God's. [H: We lose
him here a l s o f o r EVERYTHING i s GOD
CREATOR'S.]
As I return to the United States in the future,
will you receive me a's one who has grown up in
your midst by the Power of God to bring peace to
your land and to the world? Will you see me as a
great emissary of peace, born from you, and
blessing to you from God? Or will you receive me
as a villain, and enemy? Will you receive me as
some wicked person and deal with me thusly? The
choice is yours.
Whatever is.your decision, I will come home to
face it; but I say, with all humility, God and the
nations are watching how you act.
[END OF QUOTING]
I want all of you to realize that every important
or great man has to walk the gauntlet of these
hazings and castigations. So, as a MAN grows
into manhood, what has he with which to base his
life directions as he seeks God and Truth? He has
whatever he has-and nothing more. Are YOU
willing to place your righteousness on the line and
stand forth t o possibly be hanged or shot for
treason? NO, YOU ARE NOT OR YOU WOULD
HAVE
NEVER
ALLOWED
THESE
ATROCITIES TO HAVE OCCURRED IN THE
FIRST PLACE.
I would remind all of you, for about this time
you begin to question me and our team's
commitment to WHATEVER. Stop it. We bring
Truth and we acknowledge errors and we do not go
to war against anything for our purpose and our
mission is to BUILD AND CREATE UNDER
GOD A BETTER WAY. DESTRUCTION
THROUGH WAR OR CONFLAGRATION IS OF
EVIL AND NOT OF GOD. ALLAH. ATON OR
ANY OTHER BEING OF LIGHT AND TRUTH.
Therefore, we proceed with the gifts from and of
God that we can find that perfect passage within
HIS pathway and allow HIS other creatures, great
and small, choices of their own acceptance. And,
YES, we CAN find that inroad t o positive
experience and expression-obviously while the
adversaries make war and bring conflict and pain
one upon the other.
I do NOT have any dragons for the slaying, for
the dragon, at best, is only a man-conjured symbol
of danger and evil while long forgotten a s a
wondrous creature of the living world of physical
manifestation. No, I do not kill dragons, nor
chickens, nor do I kill people, animals or any other
of God's magnificent gifts to the physical

experience. Sorry about this new look at Saint
George and his sword-wielding dragon-persecutor.
And, do you really think killing a lizard would
make one a "Saint"? Perhaps going into
persecution territories and bringing love and peace
might qualify for a dignified recognition but
certainly not slaying lizards. It is the CONCEPT
which is at point and not the bloodletting. The evil
of any species or race, creed or color shall kill
itself, for nothing evil can prevail, ultimately, in
the perfection of CREATOR'S PLACES.
How many of you are actually aware that
Princess Diana was in the process of becoming
Moslem? So, wasn't that a."dainty dish to set
before the King/Queenn. Are you beginning,
readers, to realize the ENEMY? Oh indeed, the
enemy is not only among you-HE
IS
CONTROLLING EVERY LAST DETAIL OF
YOUR LIVING EXPRESSION.
I would like, please, for you to ponder upon
these things and come to KNOW what is taking
place, for ignorance is the thief of freedom.
I realize it is also difficult for you to realize
the different designations of, say, Islam and
Muslim and other similarly-sounding definitions of
some of these RELIGIONS. Let me be specific as
to, say, Nation of Islam as is encompassing of such
as Farrakhan. You will have to do some research
for I am not going to do your homework FOR you.
Just as the current-day self-proclaimed
Khazarian Empire Pharisees and now-called Jews
have now declared the United States of America to
be the new Israeli homeland, so too does the Nation
of Islam claim the United States of America. Now
isn't that a stand-om
The triangle area which forms the Base of the
Lost-Found Nation of Islam in North America, is
Milwaukee, Detroit and Chicago. These are all
cities which are now accepted under Islamic
leadership as "the" diagram of the focus of this
"nation".
Do I agree? NO! The entirety of the lands of
America are the heritage, now stolen, from the
aboriginal people of GOD. No matter who you
might claim to be or what property which might be
CLAIMED erroneously "purchased" has no
meaning in REALITY. You can fight over, thieve
over, kill and maim over-whatever you choose,
but it does not make it SO.
Is God reclaiming HIS lands in this "second
coming" by whatever your chosen label might
read? NO, HE IS COME THAT HE CAN
GATHER HIS PEOPLE AND CLEANSE THE
EARTH OF THE RUBBISH YOU HAVE
THRUST UPON THE PERFECTION OF HIS
CREATION.
And, furthermore, the Hosts of HIS Truth shall
be the ones coming among you as Captains of HIS
ships-whatever you wish to call them, as well.
But never mind the angels, ships, and other
perceptions of the old yin-yang theory of
confusion. All you need is TRUTH and within that
truth shall you accomplish FREEDOM. Do we
know the WAY? Yes indeed.
Good morning, Salu, and Happy New Year for
it should be a real zinger. &.
-

YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE
TO CONTACT BY
CALLING
1-800-800-5565
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WOW..,Thank You All
And Happy New Year, Too!
DR. EDWIN M.YOUNG
Editor-In- Chief

I t is not very often that I'm at a loss for
words. However, to the amusement of my coworkers, I have frequently been speechless
over the past few weeks as your miraculous
notes and cards have flooded the CONTACT
offices in response to my request for financial
help (on page 14 of the 12/9/97 issue).
Your generosity has been overwhelmings o much so that we have f a r exceeded the
several-thousand-dollar amount for which I
described an immediate need. And that's
good, because there's always the unexpected.
Like the flood late Christmas night in the
room that serves a s local storage for the
newspapers and Phoenix Journals, as well as
doubling as a large meeting room. Due to the
recent cold weather, a pipe burst in the ceiling,
which then rained down upon the papers, and
didn't reveal itself until a lake of water was
spotted, the next afternoon, pouring out of the
entryway doors t o the room.
This is life. But aren't we fortunate t o
have the compensation from so many of you
who were moved to help us. As a result ofthe
funds you sent, we are making much-needed
improvements t o the newspaper storage
arrangement, in the process of cleaning up the
mess.
Maybe the single most important gift you
gave us-while you thought you were "just
helping out a bit" financially-is the vote of
confidence in what we are trying t o do.
Speaking on behalf of the entire staff, we have
all been greatly buoyed-up emotionally by the
kindness and warmth and encouragement of
the notes that have been accompanying even
the most "anonymous" of contributions.
Maybe the funniest note so far came from
A. S. in Boulder, CO. He wrote:
"Dear Dr. Young,
"Every time I receive a new CONTACTmy
thanks go out t o God for leading me to it.
Every week I look forward to the next issue,

"To me it is the most important information
available as to what is going on.
"So, please accept the-enclosed and use it
for any needs you may have. What the hell, it
will all go down the drain soon anyway.
"Thank you for publishing such an excellent
paper."
Or, as Ms. V.H. wrote from Auburn, WA:
"Keep CONTACTcoming. Keep (red) hair
intact. Hope lots of folks respond."
Well, they have responded-and still are
responding-with some of the contributions up
in the $2000, $1000, and $500 categories.
Can you believe that?!
This level of help allows us to continue to
address the needs of, for instance, those in
prisons who regularly write to us pleading for
"any old copies" of CONTACTwhich they, in
turn, share with possibly 30 or 40 others who
have plenty of desire (and time) on their hands
to learn more about the rotten system within
which they have become ensnared.
How do you measure CONTACT'S
distribution or effect as a teaching tool under
such dispersive conditions? You can't count
those 3 0 or 40 prisoners as being on the
mailing list. And yet who knows what
difference, what contribution they may
eventually make-like
when a security
company hires a reformed burglar as an expert
consultant.
So many of you expressed your sentiments
t o me, in one or another kind of wording, as
did Ms. E.P.in Red Bluff, CA, who sent quite
a sizeable contribution along with these warm
and gracious words:
"Thank you for the opportunity to give. I
love Truth!"
Listen to that. She thanks US for allowing
her to help the cause. Or a s Mrs. G.B. in
Emporia, KS, put the same sectiment:
"I'm so glad you made your requests
known. I t is my pleasure t o help out what
little I can."
Well, there's no such thing as "little" help
*
and, indeed, Truth ISthe goal for all of us.

But-getting Truth out the door each week
has often been a chess game of wits with the
adversarial forces, who try mightily t o stop
CONTACTthrough whatever means possible.
At least now we have a bit of a buffer to better
handle the exploding water pipes, the
computer hemorrhages, the surprise
publication costs, and other adversarial
distractions which are just a "normal" part of
doing a most unusual business.
And while we're on the subject of giving
and our appreciation for same, we here at
CONTACT do not for one moment wish to
overlook those of you who, because of the
tight economy and maybe a very restricted
retirement income, could not make a financial
contribution at this time. Your warm and
sincere notes of encouragement during this
Holiday Season decorate and enliven the walls
of the CONTACToffices, radiating the TRUE
spirit of this season of hope.
Those prayer-energies and good-intentionenergies sent our way are just as important a
contribution avenue. Everyone has something
different and unique to "bring to the party" and
we would like to be quick to acknowledge that
not everyone is in a position to contribute to
CONTACTfinancially, though we know you
most certainly would help out if you could.
I had originally entertained the thought of
personally responding t o all o f you who
responded to my 12/9/97 plea for help. But
when what I thought would be a trickle rose to
the wonderful level of a deluge, it became
obvious that such was not going to be possible.
Thus the necessity for this public reply route.
So, on behalf of the CONTACTteam, let
me take this opportunity to thank all of you
who heard "the call" and responded in one way
or another. Since energy must always flowin
its utilization from the limitless abundance of
Creator Source, we look forward, with some
measure of excitement, to how such gracious
giving MUST likewise flow back, greatly
multiplied, to each of you as we enter the new
year.

...
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wealthy Banksters of all property possible in these
Asian nations. The funds, however, are not
restricted in use and never seem to run out, and we
find a bottomless pit of assets. Of course, for one
thing, the Fed can simply affix a value to a "note"
and print as many as are necessary for their needs
at any one moment. However, there always needs
be a BACKUP collateral upon which t o BASE
SUCH PRINTINGS-real or imagined, so you
play judge.

Remember The
IMF Owns US!/

[QUOTING:]

THE GLOBAL PLANTATION IS
TAPPING U. S . COFFERS TO BAIL OUT
WALL STREET-AGAIN

[Continued from

Front Page]

[H: Please note the change from Asian focus
to WALL STREET. One would think this to be
from a "Superfund'! However, the specific Bonus last part of that statement above would curdle the a different topic but don't fool selves-it is the
Contract in point is a more interesting endeavor heart however: "...we'll just let 'er die." The SAME THING. Remember that all the tentacles
than most "secretn funds because it is legitimate obvious point would, of course, be the contract as of a Giant Squid make up the whole of the squid,
and the structuring party, registering party, held by this person-not the person herself-but and the "whole" finds it functions quite well
controlling party, was none other than Russell KNOWING how "they" function, it would include interchangeably and can grow back its tentacles
Hermann-Herman who was Bush's PARTNER.
letting V.K. just "fade away" by never giving her with each damage perpetrated on any one of the
My point is not to speak of contracts, Hennan, the time of day or funds for even her most basic limbs.]
or Bush, so let us consider what I might have in care as a U.S. citizen.
According to the official figures, American
mind when I choose to speak of current events and
But how do we know that there is still a big taxpayers contribute some $39 BILLION to the
such funding resources. We don't have any way, Superfund? That part is easy because other International Monetary Fund's (IMF) total
nor do we intend to make any effort, to shut down investigators who do not even acknowledge any capitalization of about $200 billion.
these Elite Wheeler-Dealers (with your lives and such certificates, contracts, o r other values
"But the IMF is masterful at obfuscating and
fieedom) for if you want these Mags changed into around-know of and speak about "Secret Funds", doctoring such data," says Dr. Reinhardt
some truth and honesty-YOU HAVE TO DO IT. "Superfunds" and "Confidential Funds", "Black Bodenhagen, an economic expert on global
Since the United States of America declared Ops" and thus and so. Remember something, financial institutions.
bankruptcy in the early 1930s and the Federal readers: you do not need become your enemy to get
"For one thing, here in the U. S. [Federal
Reserve was formed in the early part of this truth and confirmation *fromtheir activities or Reserve Chairman Alan] Greenspan has a
century now drawing t o a close-there had to be attitudes.
confidential f u n d of $40 BILLION a t his
money poured in to use as power and control.
Can I give you an example t o clarify this unrestricted disposal." the economist said. "He
Within the past five years the U.S. Congress position? I think so and one that will make uses it t o 'jump-start' IMF bailouts whenever the
had t o AGAIN ANNOUNCE BANKRUPTCY. "current" sense in the telling. Let us just consider interests of his allies, the Goldqan, Sachs
What does this mean? Well, it means the United the "Asian Crisis" where the big boy corporations investment bank, or one of the currency funds
States a s an original nation under the original and industrialists are buying up businesses by the RUN BY speculator George Soros require it."
The secretive slush fund managed by the Fed,
Constitution no longer would function as a free dozens as they fold in every Asian location in the
nation. People would be taxed, loans made from news, The IMF is in there thrusting off money as known to initiates as the Excisngc Stabilization
the NEW ORDER of the Federal Reserve, loans to these nations who THEY KNOW WILL Fund, is "one of the largest unregulated cash
International Monetary Fund, World Bank, etc., SIMPLY MOVE INTO DEFAULT AND LOSE stashes in the world", says business writer Roberta
using THEIR RULES AND REGULATIONS. It THE ENTIRE NATION IN RECEIVERSHIP. Oh, Dunkin, who covers international finance.
For another, the Clinton administration
is a very simplistic plan-they get everything, you nice taxpayers won't realize the switcheroo,
including YOU. YOU, the PERSONS within the but it will, nonetheless, come to be as the New occasionally requests "supplementary quota
U.S., are NOT FREE. If you have even one piece World Order sweeps the available world if the extensionsn-that is, additional funding-for the
of anything for which you are taxed-be it sales available world allows same. Moreover, the IMF. This year, after endorsing a $2 billion extra
tax, property, auto, or whatever andlor it can be WAGS AND WIGS in Washington want YOU to subsidy for the IMF,Congress balked at approving
5billjar. [H:Please note,
seized a t the whim of the police for suspected finance the Asian bailout so those f a t cat a e * t o f $ 3
unlawful activities, you are a bondage slave, no speculators and banks, as usual, won't feel any in addition, that if "lawsn get in the way you will
pinch or slowup in gaining everything there is to fmd, I REMIND YOU, that the Attorney General
more and certainly no-less.
AND the Secretary of Treasury (among others),
Ah, but Grandma V.K. Durham, who claims to vacuum into their little nest-pots.
be the widow of Russell Herman, or at the least,
Do YOU know about Alan Greenspan's (that a r e full-time PA1D EM PLOY EES (paid
his PARTNER and co-owner of the said "Bonus guru of the Federal Reserve) "Superfund"? No? DIRECTLY) by the International Monetary
Contract, OWNS THE VALUE IN THAT Oh my, we do get behind with our homework, don't Fund-so where oh where has the money gone?]
The IMF is the lead bank in a bailout
CONTRACT? Has not V.K. written volumes on we? No, it is not a secret, really, just not known.
this topic and tried t o buy or threaten her way Moreover, for every dollar publicly recognized, consortium that includes the World Bank ($1 6
through Congress and the U.S. Big Boys? Yes, there are about 10 available. Those fiumbers get billion) and the United States individually ($8
she has, and it has brought her zilch other than a very big and they get very big very quickly. You billion), according to James Glassman, a fellow at
lot of animosity and a refusal of anyone hearing have trouble believing that which we put forth for the American Enterprise Institute.
"But by hook or crook, Greenspan and
from or o f her to announce that "if that woman is your attention so 1 always try, when possible, to
in any deal, we will not even talk about it". And offer something from somewhere that can allow [Treasury Secretary Robert] Rubin will see to it
they finished one very high-level discussion by you to accept some of the material, and then you that the IMF doesn't run short," says Miss Dunkin.
stating flatly that they would consider working can begin t o do a bit of personal listening, "With Asian economies on the rocks, they have
with someone with a level head and reasonable watching and research and piece the rest together some big bailouts to finance next year." [H: Are
you beginning t o get the real picture? There is
approaches to such a massive h d THROUGH the nicely.
side of Russell Herman. Great, you couldn't ask
Let's try on for size a reference to Greenspan's no shortage of "fundsn so come into the picture
for a better and more reasonable approach. This closet funds as were quite openly discussed by the "Superfunds".]
According to the IMFYsaccounts, i t has
would allow the Fed, the IMF and the Banksters Warren Hough on the front page of The Spotlight
some modicum of reasonable allowance to continue on December 22, 1997. This goes with other undertaken to grant Thailand a $17.5 billion
t o use what they are ALREADY utilizing. The recognized manipulations for the acquisition by the bailout, Indonesia has signed up for a $41 billion
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IMF refinancing and South Korea has agreed to a
harsh IMF restructuring of its economy in
exchange for what has been reported as a $57
billion rescue package. That's $1 15.5 BILLION
and counting. [H: Note "billionsn are spoken of
as you used to speak of amounts in dollars.]
"These numbers, however, merely represent
what we c a l l the 'official story'," says
Bodenhagen. "No one really knows how much
these salvage operations will really cost, although
American taxpayers can already prepare for what
will be at least a $40 billion bloodletting over the
coming year. "

intend to break, or even bend, any laws of the land
OR OF GOD.
Will all the people who come within our circles
be so careful and informed? No, but they WILL
learn that it pays them not to act otherwise than as
we agree to act within all those endless regulations
laid forth by the crooks and criminals to protect
themselves.
But, can we accomplish anything in this
manner? Of course, we can accomplish everything
in this manner which also creates a better citizen,
community, county, state, nation, or global
environment. The Big Boys will finally get so
involved with their intrigues and Godless focus as
to eventually wipe one another from the face of the
Earth. This will not happen, however, until
concerted efforts are undertaken to wipe everything
goodly and suspect of Christ-ness away first.
You foolish people who believe that somehow a
returned MAN is going to somehow rapture you to
the heavens and place you to the right hand of
God-are going to find it very DIFFERENT on
that day in history.

[END OF QUOTING]
Now, readers, what with the jobs decreasing
and inability t o continue welfare as established,
Social Security as established, and NAFTA taking
jobs totally out of the country, while aliens from
the north and south pour into the U.S .-what could
possibly be taking place? Come on, people, get
those yellow ribbons and hate stripes painted
over-for Saddam, e t a1.-and get with the
program.
"But we hear that the Bonus Contract was
black-balled." Oh? How could that be? The
Treasury Department checks regularly and, no, it
isn't. My dears, IF there was such foolish action
as to "black-ball" (destroy, bury) that contract-it
would Mow the whole operation for the Superfunds
themselves. Just because we have some
possibilities here, there is no reason for the Goose
t o lose his own golden eggs but, rather, try to
gather them into his coffers for his own singular
use as the hassle and harassment overtake .any
lawful use of said documents. Unfortunately, most of the unlawful "users" of
said documents are as criminal in intent as are the
Big Boys. But, they don't have the clout to do
more than simply rake off a bundle of Fed Reserve
notes, retire the original false documents, and go
away.
The only participants who can make a big
difference have no intention of actually offending
anyone or anything. Any projects in which we
might find involvement would only increase the
visible assumption of making the very boys in play
look good. There need to be some projects, even if
they fail, to back any visible input of funds or
assistance in any measure. Therefore, any funds
we might glean would be immediately and,
hopefully, backed by collateral in hard substance.
The Big Boys don't need to worry much about
such little annoyances because they have cornered
the gold, etc., markets and product. We are
demanding our help be based on loans against gold
holding BECAUSE it is the only way to do
business in this world of valueless foundations.
The unfortunate realization will come about
one day soon when it is realized by the "Order"
t h a t TAKING away and taking away and
destroying the very builders-will take away
everything, finally, that is worthy of material note.
God creates and gives and gives and gives some
more and the abundance finally becomes without
measure. Moreover, everyone practicing such
good business ventures will reap greatly from any
participation. Furthermore, good business shelters
will strictly be accorded use. The Adversary
always affords himself loop-holes and
unsuspecting laws for protection of himself and his
goods. So, if there be laws pertaining to business,
we work totally, but creatively, within ALL of
those laws. We do not break, nor do we ever

WHAT O F
CITIZENSHIP?

JANUARY 6,1998
citizenship become the accepted normal behavior
and "the lie" becomes even more widespread. Do
it RIGHT. Become a citizen of a Sovereign Nation
and you can then become a citizen within the
population surrounding you-or at the least, have
papers which protect you from deportation.
You must be careful to not kill the golden
goose with those nice golden eggs through abuse
and misuse of any system. If YOU make a change,
must you see t o it that you overflood the very
nation offering you better opportunities with every
other alien you can gather? It is already destroying
the assistance programs, and when that system
fails, so too will the opportunities for jobs and
placements.
Moving across even the most unrestricted
(NOW) borders will become totally unavailable in
the near future. You can TALK a big game, but
tbe ways of accomplishment of such ventures are
wing to lessen until the very effort will confront
the perpetrators with international CRIME status.
What of marriages of convenience? Well, once
again, if marriage means so little in the overall
structure of a society, then I am not going to put a
stop to it anyway, am I? My opinion is of little
value either way.
I would note, however, that more and more
attention is placed on this activity and more and
more negative articles are being printed in p a p
while, yes, there still takes place a lot of
CONVENIENT alternatives.
In the December 29th issue of The Spotlight,
there is a small article on this very topic. It points
.out the negative side of these arranged coalitions.

I note a lot of recent babble about citizenship,
how to gain citizenship and a wish to get more and
more control over and of the Native Americans.
Native Americans are not only citizens of their
own Sovereign Tribal nations, but also are citizens
of the United States of America.
I see several things happening: There is a push
t o increase police paid for by the Federal U.S. ..
[QUOTING:]
Government on Indian Reservatie y$er tbe guise
of "increased and abundant crime now out of
ALIENS MARRY AMERICANS
control".
TO STAY HERE
I foresee a day when, if the Native Americans
do not protect their sovereignty (already almost
by Fred Blahut, Spotlight writer.
gone), there will be no Native culturesanywhere-save in the primitive aboriginal
Attention illegal aliens: Take a tn'p to the altar
outbacks.
I do, however, see that as those wishing to a n d g e t a bonus; a Lawful Permanent Resident
become citizens and workers within America and, (LPR)card.
Some year ago a young lady of this author's
more specifically the U.S., that there will be
citizenship offerings through the Sovereign Nations acquaintance was romanced by and married a
to provide shelter for incoming "aliens".
foreign national. The months that followed were
This would be ever so much the more useful difficult for the young woman. Her new husband
than to have the often described method of gaining seemed less than ambitious, and she worked at
citizenship through arranged marriages which only menial jobs to support them both while he waited
further destroy family circles
already in bad shape.
What would be required?
Very little other than a
registration department within
every Native Sovereign Nation.
From South of the Border you
would find those natives most
suitable t o lineage t o offer
citizenship to those wishing to,
say, be allowed to work or live
within the U.S. national
boundaries.
My greater problem with
these circumstances is that if
everyone from what might appear
a less desirable placement, comes
to this, or any other, nation-both
become losers in the transition.
The person making the change
often forgets t o go back to and
bring forth a better nation of his
"You h e n ? taken me one damn plme since that
own. Further, acceptance of
quickie trip to NCW Mexico back in '47."
lesser goodly ways of growth and
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for his Lawful Permanent Resident (LPR; formerly
green, now pink) card.
Then the card amved and she was relieved; he
would be able to find a good job legally. After all,
she was six months pregnant and looking forward
to his taking over as primary wage-earner.
Less than a week later he disappeared. And he
had also absconded with the rent money. Her
mother, a divorcee with two younger children, sent
her bus fare. Later she received divorce papers in
the mail. Disillusioned and discouraged, and
unable to find a protracted legal battle, she signed
off on that part of her life with a child to raise.
A sad story, but true. And i t is all too
common.

painful as to seem to be a never-ending nightmare
of hostage-taking and miserable games-playing.
I am astounded that men cannot keep their
pants zipped and the lady, herself covered.
Marriages can never be successfully formed
through duress and some romp in the hay. I
promise you that there is little more painful than
those break-up days which seem to always come
(and probably rightfully so) where the child is
pushed and pulled, stolen or rejected and there
seems only endless legal encounters and ALL end
up totally without balance, love or reason.
Shotgun marriages are never good when either for
convenience or unsuspected surprises.
If an "alien" takes on responsibility to gain self
a place-there become attachments and will YOU
be able to watch YOUR CHILD, now become your
6
I
own even if not originally so, be snatched away?
But there is yet another story of marriage and You will pay for something and you will dearly
"pink card" that is even more disturbing; that is, pay and the others will simply TAKE for that is
marriage for profit. It's a lot more widespread what a youngster is trained to do in these modern
than most people know and constitutes fraud.
societies.
Here's how it works: Entrepreneurs find
Furthermore, if an employer is fooled or made
foreigners who want to come to the U.S. or those responsible for that which he knows not-it is
here ontcmporaryvisas whotRanttoget permanent WRONG and will cost all possibilities of a
legal status. Then they find women-many times continuing relationship in trust and value.
on college campuses-who want t o make a few
Most people, if they can, will SPONSOR
hundred dollats.
young people who wish to work and gain legal
A marriage is arranged, a pink card obtained, status-but all other arrangements can merit
and t h e couple discover "irreconcilable everyone a very bad situation.
difftrences". A divorce follows.
Why do I even speak of these things? Because
One case which made the papers in the there are possibilities of misunderstandings
Southwest involved Texas University, three regarding business functions a s we move into
Pakistani and two Indian students. Forming an projects, etc. We have no employees so it is not of
illegal parhenhip, the five went into the marriage- note here. There has been no problem because
for-profif business, putting together illegals there has been no ability t o have workers,
wanting in and warnen wanting money.
fimincially spkakiig, much thi: less' from anj+here
The scam was revealed when one of the women else.
I t would seem more than obvious that if a
fbund out she had been paid only about $400, but
the man she married and divorced had paid about youngster 'really wants to be a contributing citizen
S35,OOO. According to published reports she blew he must go to school and that can easily be on a
the whistle on the East Indian partners when they student visa arrangement, become trained and
valuable and then a nation WANTS to find a way
refused to up her cut.
End of d r y ? Not nearly. The students moved to include the person. It would be that nations
out of town, then out of state and f d y out of the can't take on the responsibilities of more and more
country. But they are still in business, according untrained persons. It would further seem logical
t o reports, and a r e not alone in the illegal that if a person really wishes participation in any
enterprise.
nation, he must learn the language and become
The problem i s that there is no specific fluent in same. These are just ideas which merit
legislation directed a t the scam nor does the attention and as more and more consideration of
Immigration and Naturalization Service have the Sovereign Indian Nations become a focus-let us
power or personnel to investigate all divorces from consider possibilities which might allow for those
unions between a U.S. citizen and a foreign wishing a contributing place in any society.
This is all brought t o focus by the new
national.
T o date, n o bill has been introduced in regulations coming into effect right in Southern
Congress to specifically address the problem.
California wherein the laws will be such that all
welfare recipients and food-stamps receivers
MUST DO SO MUCH WORK THROUGH THE
[END OF QUOTING]
SOCIAL SYSTEM. It will be called community
Readers, there will always be methods o-f services but what is KNOWN will happen is that
accomplishing, through devious means, any end aliens will be cut from the agriculture rolls in favor
result, I suppose. But you must consider carefully of these mandatory hired welfare persons. The
what these alternatives may eventually COST farmers know THAT they will get cheaper labor or
YOU. A price is sometimes TOO HIGH, even if free labor and what will then happen to the illegal
"free". And for goodness sakes, if you have a aliens who depend on welfare and farm jobs for
contractual arrangement ONLY, then make sure survival? The laws and law enforcement will get
you are in full compliance, and that means-no
ever increasingly hard on both the workers and the
screwing around. I hope you all understand possible employers. This may, in fact, be the end
of the agricultural business as you know it. Each
EXACTLY my point. Adults can play games-but
it is NOT OK to dink around with lives of children of you must look to the LONGTERM realities of
and innocent bystanders.
Marriages of your actions and those of the governments which
convenience rarely last and almost never in this involve you in any possible fashion.
modern age of simply ripping it asunder at a whim.
Please remember that the ones you may wish to
Every couple has unreconcilable differences. But fool are those who are trained in deception and
when a child is at point of focus, it becomes so dirty tricks by the Prince of Darkness and Pranks,
'

himself.
Be guilty of that which the enemy accuses and
there is little or nothing the friends can do to help you and you must not expect anything more.
We have met many so-called "patriots" who
have had to break this very charge and do it "their
way". We have people in prisons asking for
assistance-but the ones in prison BROKE THE
LAWS, DID IMMORAL THINGS, AND THERE
IS NOTHING WE WANT TO DO SAVE HOPE
THEY FARE WELL AND CAN SOMEHOW
MAKE IT THROUGH THE PRESSURES WITH
SOME SEMBLANCE OF LESSONS LEARNED.
How many "patriots" have set themselves up to be
delivered to the hangman, such as Nichols and
McVeigh? It no longer is a matter of "who
actually did it"-if the Big Boys need a scapegoat
they can always find one among the falsely
informed, ignorant bigots.
Neither God nor Hosts condone immorality or
any kind of lawbreaking activities. Don't expect to
find solace or shelter behind some UFO or Host's
robe-for it simply is NOT AVAILABLE. And
furthermore, we will not take lightly to ANYONE
even suggesting anything remotely otherwise.
We are not interested in political conspiracies
or the taking of wealth and nations-those of your
ilk and wishes. You have to be informed to even
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE. We keep our
agreements and contracts, and if you think
otherwise--go elsewhere than in the shadow of our
mountains. Moreover, whenYOU THINK YOU
KNOW MORE OF SUCH AS SPIRITUALITY
OR WHAT IS MEANT BY.. ., I SUGGEST Y9\J
ALSO LEAVE US OUT OF YOUR CIRCLE OI'
PREACHING.
Whea you feel a need to specifically place a
label on me, for instance, I suggest you do NOT
because you should know better, if you recognize
me AT ALL, that I will not bear your labels. You
must have your connection within the laws and
Truth of God and those rules are laid forth both in
your available printings AND within your very
soul essence. You have only ONE ACCEPTABLE
WAY TO GO-according to the laws of God and
Creation, so fudging super-knowledge and insight
otherwise will only point you out to be the fool you
ARE!
May you pay attention to these warnings which
seem removed from your own attention-for they
are NOT removed from you-only hidden from
you. The Order hopes for your blundering and you
WILL BLUNDER if you take not heed of Truth.
Thank you and good morning. 6
ZIGGY / By Tom Wilson
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Mish~uckaPlant

Beware Of Aaron Russo
Running For GOV,Of Nevada

JANUARY 6,1998
Are not GOOD LAWS that which keeps ORDER
in a society, freedom in a society, and denies
chaos and anarchy?
I would further point out to you in, say,
Texas, that Mr. Russo "traded his
HOLLYWOOD base FOR NEVADA". In other
words you have a built-in Hollywood Khazarian
witch of the North moving to Nevada to work
with such as GEORGE G ~ E N JASON
,
BRENT
AND THEIR COLLEAGUES to "pull down
Nevada and gain control of the politics in that
Staten-THEIR WORDS AND CLAIMS, NOT

This man and his pushers claim t o be
TOTALLY Constitutionalists. Are they?
WHOSE constitution? Your Constitution or ];is
own "cover-ass" Constitutional rights?
1/4/98 #1
HATONN
State from where most of you dwell-Nevada.
One example of this man's examples of how
There is a man, Aaron Russo, now on the bad it is: "I met one waitress," says Russo,
LIFE BEGINS AT
scene in his rather globular way, preaching "who was working sixteen hours a day and she
40-SOMETHING
"corporation restructuring", protection of was living in a car with her five-yearsld child
privacy, down with I-D cards as mandated by because the government pre-assumes how
Why don't you try some reasonable number Public Law 104-208, down with use of Social much monrp she's making in tips and tgkes
o f ' half-life t o fit the Truth of your Security numbers and thus and so. This is it out of her paycheck."
circumstances: "LIFE BEGINS AT 4 BILLION, ample to make my point. When you go after the
LOOK AT THAT STATEMENT AND
238 MILLION, 56 THOUSAND, 4 HUNDRED ONE SHELTERING ENTITY IN THE UNITED THEN BARF AT THE GOO FED YOU. Do
AND 40-SOMETHING. Now that you have STATES OF AMERICA LEFT TO YOU-THE- you actually think that in a State with modest
your expression better in perspective, let us look PEOPLE, THE CORPORATION STRUCTURE personal income tax and good support systems
at what is said to BEGIN at 40-something.
IN NEVADA-YOU DESTROY THE LAST for people qualified for welfare, it is simply
PRIVACY ASSURED FOR YOUR USE.
because the government assumes a percentage of
Corporations are NOT for the big boys only. some tips, that this woman lives in a car with
"You BEGIN to fall apart,
Small corporations in Nevada give the very' a five-year-old child? My dears, the child
You BEGIN to lose your hearing,
privacy and shelter of personal self that you welfare services WOULD ALREADY HAVE
You BEGIN to lose your eyesight,
You jlst generally BEGIN to, yes, fall apart." claim you want and everyone under or over 40- TAKEN THAT CHILD INTO PROTECTIVE
something ,can participate, even singularly if you CUSTODY TO MAKE SURE I T DIDN'T
HAVE TO LIVE IN A CAR. And, if a
After all,-it appears 4_0lyears of
mather m works sixteen hours a day, even
age is the generally accepted TRUE
"middle-age". After that it seems
GO forth and gain G a y Wean's writings [see the at minimum wage, wouldn't you think
SOMETHING is wrong with this tale of
lbot there goes Out the decree that
12/2/97 CONTACT p. qon the investigation of this VERY
j.ou are over the hill, up the creek,
PERSON, AARONRUSSO, MISIWUCKAPUPPETRusso goes on: "She earns nine
and are useless baggage! Now tell
hundred dollars every two weeks and
me just HOW you are going t o MASTER.
TAKES HOME A HUNDRED-SIXTYchange a fact if the fact is that you
I have used this as an example because it is typical SEVEN DOLLARS AFTER TAXES,"
are either "going on" forty, after
40, or generally in the range of
of the methods of TAKE-OVER WHILE the blind Are we nuts, blind, unable to count or
where does Mr. Russo get his education
years inclusive? The only way you
listen and are trained puppets and your nation goes that
he is so qualified to protect you
can truthfully answer this question
down with all its freedoms bound into the noose of within your Constitution? So, goes on
is to inquire, "WHERE is it that I
Mr. Russo: "I am going to go to the
am over forty?" Or, you can say,
"Don't ask me to help-I am over
Supreme Court and STOP the IRS from
wish. Old corporations never die-they just get taxing people's tips in Nevada."
forty. "
How dare him even say such outright false
Next comes along a 70-something politician a new President. Therefore, if you have
who is now running for Presidential King of the statement number one
Hill and is totally trained in wrong concepts, about closing down
how to take away Constitution and RIGHTS of these
corporation
the people, and is a total liar, cheat, and shelters-it is a direct
thief-or he would not be a politician! This and opposite statement
ONE now tells you "over-the-hillers" what you of anything to come
need to do to wish away the wrong concepts HE afterwards.
LAYS FORTH and all will be dandy ever after.
Do YOU really
It is never dandy any time after. All YOU have think you will get. rid
done is to elect another FOOL and TYRANT of the use of SS card
who will do anything t o GET MORE AND numbers? Do you wt
MORE FROM YOU and bring down mpre and look forward t o the
more rules against you until YOU ARE protection you have
ENSLAVED
ACCORDING
TO
HIS and the income from
PROGRAM.
Social
Security?
Readers, you can boast about your changing What are YOU going
politicians and that "I helped get that good man t o be doing that the
into power", and thus and so, but I ask you: use of your recognized
WHAT DO YOU REALLY KNOW ABOUT identity will harm
THESE RUNNERS FOR YOUR NEW you? No, readers,
MASTERSHIP?
think about this and
,
Example? Always is necessary an example. quit falling for the
So, with that in mind let us take an independent lies and distortions. -

u
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things? Because look at Nevada-it is a State
based on services of this type in every business
arrangement of real value to the State itself.
Besides, if these people had their own
properly run corporations established in Nevadait would be only a savings program and every centavo
would be reclaimed, at the least, annually.
YOU BOTCH YOUR OWN ABILITIES TO
PROTECT SELVES WHILE ALLOWING
THESE IDIOTS TO LEAD YOU DOWN THE
PRIMROSE PATHWAY WHILE FEEDING
YOU RUBBISH. And no, don't give me the
old: "But I don't live in Nevada!" YOU DO
NOT HAVE TO LIVE IN NEVADA TO DO
YOUR BEST BUSINESS IN NEVADA. Get in
touch with Nevada Corporate Headquarters and
stop the whining about things of which you have
NO KNOWLEDGE OR INFORMATION.
Now, I ask you another question: Why would
a "Hollywood" movie person move out of his
State of California to go to Nevada and start
tearing down THEIR laws? Is there not
something WRONG with this picture?
YOU CAN WORK AND LIVE NICELY
EVEN WITHIN THE LAWS AND SYSTEMS
ESTABLISHED BY THE PUPPET-MASTERS
IF YOU GET INFORMED. USE THE LEGAL
TOOLS AT YOUR DISPOSAL. AND GET
R E A L INFORMATION INSTEAD OF
FEASTING ON THE RABBLE AND RUBBLE
OF LIES AND FALSE INFORMATION.
Nevada has more "States RIGHTS"
established for the State and the PEOPLE than
any other state in the union or abroad.
When asked what he'd like to accomplish,
Aaron Russo says to "stop the tide of the federal
government's encroachment on everybody's life.
If I can do that and light a spark

to do? His intent is to bring the
State of Nevada into a cross
reference WITHIN THE IRS and
nail anyone intelligent enough to
gain the protection of privacy in
an already superbly working
corporate network-wherein
the
veils of privacy in these
corporations
are
held
in
CONSTITUTIONAL securityALREADY!
Go forth and gain Gary
Wean's
writings
on
the
investigation [See the 12/2/97
CONTACT p.d]of this VERY
PERSON, AARON RUSSO,
MISHPUCKA PUPPET-MASTER.
1 have used this as an example
because it i s typical of the
methods of TAKE-OVER WHILE
the blind listen and are trained
puppets and your nation goes
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Public Law (you have already forgotten the
numbers) as relative to Amendments 1, 2 and 14
of YOUR CONSTITUTION? WHAT DOES
YOUR LOCAL STATE CONSTITUTION HAVE
TO PRESENT TO PROTECT YOU? AH, IT
GETS PERSONAL NOW, DOESN'T IT?
Oh, by the way, Russo is running for
Governor of Nevada. Just an "afterthought", 1
suppose. Did you even notice I had not
mentioned that little point? Oh well.

THE

WAY

IT

IS!

Am I trying to tell you that through Truth,
Honesty, and Self-Discipline with the laws of
God and the laws of Man, AS ESTABLISHED
IN ALL THEIR POSSIBLE ERRORS, YOU
CAN
STILL
MAKE
A
POSITIVE
DIFFERENCE? Yes indeed, if you get
informed, take actions as are laid forth under
your Constitutions, and gain knowledge. Truth
shall set you FREE but only if you practice it.
People like Russo should be laughed all the way
back to the Hollywood circus-circus for his
impudent and disinformative lies-but will that
happen? Probably not for these guys play to the
audiences of a movie, or a State, and are dangerous
to the very FREEDOMS you claim to wanf.
Do you actually think such a "business
mogul" would go and tear down the very shelters
set forth t o protect corporate big business?
Perish the thought, he would just tighten that
noose about the already strained necks of youthe-people. Again, I repeat, this is Any State,
Any Where, U.S.A. or within the Global
Alliance.
"But this man also objects to the placement

of nuclear waste north of Las Vegas in Yucca
Mountain?" Oh? And do you think he is going
to stop that venture which is already set and
receiving? There is a method of neutralization
of nuclear waste so effective that it is
DISALLOWED use to insure nobody touches
that "waste" which is stored for WAR
PURPOSES and power generation reclamation.
Now, surely, you must have known that!
"But, isn't it probable that any major Earth
or war upheaval may break the 'Big Dam'
somewhere around Las Vegas?" Oh indeed, so
they will need a renewal source of power, won't
they? The problem is downstream (SOUTH) of
Vegas, and it is arranged that even if the dam
fails, there will only be a short interruption of
power supply as the cross-lines are set and
structured t o FEED BOTH DIRECTIONS.
Somebody did some planning. If I were going
to move anyone to anywhere, it would be to the
SECURITY of Las Vegas. We already have our
own business hubs set right there in Nevada.
Am I trying to "sell" you on Nevada? No,
because I don't really want to spoil the good
shelters, which come from Nevada, for our
people. Most of our team will have dual State
citizenship or simply move INLAND. This will
not be a big rush to anything for we (YOU)can
live nicely ANYWHERE you happen to be
parked-if you know what in heck you're doing!
Safety in the eye of Scallion? Well, are you
drowned NOW? Do YOU know when you are
going to g d drowned? Then why don't you go
within self and ask God where you might hest
BE OF SERVICE TO HIM! Since you don't
need, probably, t o run risks of moving
anywhere-why don't you turn your attitude
adjustment program t o your

Incredible New Year Special! !!

s

Maintain complete security!

I

Achieve complete financial privacy!
Pay minimum taxes!

I

5

Have no reciprocity with the IRS!

You must call NCH, INC for more information about
this oncema-year special offer!

employ, or in their midst, and I
don't care WHO you are or
think you ARE. Also, when
Nature
or
Master-Heads
STRIKE in any f o m or fkishion,
people need thinking, acting
leadership-not air-heads with
their fantasies in Dreamland.
They will need someone with
colloids, bandages and a pot of
beans and, hopefully, an attitude
of brotherhood for the ones who
have dwelled in th6'house of the
Devil in his meditative input for
lo, these years, af lack of
participation. What do you
think Aaron will do for those
poor suckers? For that matter,
what will YOU be doingbegging or helping?
Can foreigners (diens) have
Corporations in Nevada? Of
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A SILLY SEAT OF CONFUSION OF
MISINFORMATION RESOURCE, YOU CAN'T

asked my opinion and this is my opinion but,
more important, STUDY YOUR OWN
OPINION! And, do you think that anyone close
enough to GOD to -travel across a Universe
would send silly dot-dot-dash radio beeps? We
communicate and TRAVEL instantly to any
place from any where-and we don't have to
"move" a thing. DO NOT BE STUPIDLY
MISLED BY THE TALES OF "CONTACTING"
your current flu and emotional confusion. YOU SOME SPACE ALIENS WITH THOSE
NEED THE INFORMATION AND YOU RADAR, RADIO, SONAR, AND FREQUENCY
PARENTS NEED TO KNOW YOUR BOWLS-THEY ARE FOR CONTROLLING
RESOURCES REGARDING THE DELIBERATE YOUR WORLD THROUGH SATELLITE
INFECTING OF YOUR CHILDREN THROUGH HOOKUPS AND HAVE NOTHING AT ALL
VACCINATIONS AND INOCULATIONS. You TO
DO
WITH
ALIENS
OR
HAVE Constitutional RIGHTS; you just don't COMMUNICATION WITH SAME. YOU ARE
use them.
PEOPLB OF THE LIE?
What does it take to awaken you-the-people?
By the way, when you say you have no way
to afford colloids when you just overwhelmed I'm not in the business of awakening ALL THE
your credit cards for overspending on the Satan's MASSES, so I'm sure it doesn't matter. My
days, you complain and whine to the wrong task is to bring to the attention of our remnant,
party if you complain to ME, We are NOT in some facts for consideration. Billions ,of beings
the life-saving business for we provide will simply recycle around and around-but that
information and "the way". If you want to save is free-will choice for the Truth will be available
lives, like your own, then right there is where to IF MAN WISHES TO USE IT.
GOD,
do it-for you can only save SELF. You can only FURTHERMORE, IS GREATER THAN ALL
assist with any other being. God does NOT insist THE SUM TOTAL OF THE ADVERSARY'S
that you be informed or use anything HE sends. TOOLS OR BEINGS. KNOW IT.
Our obligations in your free-will circumstances are
If you wish to share in the Truth of God's
simply to provide information and possibilities. You presence, welcome aboard. If you simply wish
are responsible for YOUR choices.
to live a bit longer in your doubts and fears
while expecting someone else to attend you-step
THE MOVIE. CONTACT
aside, for "aboard" is not where you are going
to find yourself manifest. Othcrs have tried and
Here I speak of a movie of said label. What failed, and so may you if your intentions are to
about this perception of possibilities as presGntsd be an "insider" somehow or make a position for
in Contact? My observation is that it is a rather self. Ekkers are quickly moving OUT of the
boring movie, nothing more. LIFE is "out here", circle of attention and it becomes a whole
friends, and your illusionary PLAY is where you different factual outlay in every court in the land
are in that physical expression. You can get as the ones who have used OUR TRUTH to
informed or you can "dream on" and nothing feather their nests and lie, cheat and steal have
will change. If it takes outrageously ineffective nothing upon which to support their accusations.
apparatus for you t o perceive GOD-as
We NEVER came to this place or any other
presented in the movie-you are a, long way place to build churches, cults, or a following of
from being ready for anything coming at you as stragglers. If Green planned to make a fortune
prepared for you to experience in even the local otherwise-so be it and let him find, the hard
plan 2000. I am disappointed in the projection way-that he is WRONG. His followers and
of technologies in the motion picture. It causes worse thieves and misfits, will find out Truth as
me to wonder if Aaron Russo had anything to well, as time moves on further into remoteness
do with its production. If you are going to be dilution. We are going right on ABOUT OUR
gone for over 50 years in a physical FATHER'S WORK and it includes NOT the
manifestation, then a chair in the middle of a misfits, cheats and liars. These are best learned
capsule with no accompanying supplies for those through actual experience and need to attend
50 years is MORE than a misleading concept or proper business and direction. It has also
presentation. But is it a good start toward allowed our own teams and crew to gather in
opening eyes? No, it is total misrepresentation unity-and not in signing up for membership in
of living human manifestation. ALL YOU, a guru cult.
What are UFOs? How many aircraft or
ANYONE, HAS TO DO TO EXPERIENCE
THE POSSIBILITIES AND PERFECTIONS OF airborne objects can YOU actually identify? So,
GOD-IS KEEP HIS LAWS AND PRACTICE you answer your own inquiry and what
TOWARD THE PERFECTION OF THAT difference does it make? If God travels &out,
WISDOM AND YOU WILL EXPERIENCE, why ip the world would you think HIM to need
FIRST HAND, DIRECTLY, THE PRESENCE a manufactured vessel? If others can make it
into your air-space, then these are basically still
OF GOD CREATOR AND CREATIQN.
Human
In addition, to present such, silly and totally only manufactured entities.
stupid apparatus while ihferring it came forth manifestation, as well as animal, plant or other
from your BROTHERS (ON YOUR SIDE) MANIFEST form or thing-needs things of
FROM SPACE SOMEWHERE, is without physical coalition to exist in the state of being,
conscience. I feel like making headlines: human.
If human i s cast aside, then
automatically SPIRIT is the focus. Sometimes
"DON'T TRY THIS A T HOME ".
WHEN YOU SEEK GOD-OF-ENERGY IN the transition and insurance for remnant survival

Other New Year Assaults
1/4/98 #1

READ

IT

HATONN
AND

WEEP

I trust that all you people worried about the
Governor of Nevada [see story on p.24 NOW
realize what a set-up is prepared for your next
disaster-from Hong Kong.
The Big Chicken Caper has set up the
world-wide spread and destruction of you-thepeople through open and non-contradictory
circumstances just pulled off in the typical
governmental fiasco of your century.
Number one, the chickens were not -all
killed. Secondly, and thus and so, they were
not then burned or buried. The living and dead
were tossed into sacks and dumped at the land
fill without so much as coverage. Now, the
rotting corpses become the lethal weapons
intended. The rats, dogs and PEOPLE carted
away the chickens for their own use and the
next ileal-so you have any microbes now
spread t o the WINDS. If there were no
microbes present-THERE WILL BE NOW!
Just like the infections moving through your
Tations RIGHT NOW that seem like flu and
coids-consider what the next assault will be
like a s the mutated microbes become more
individualized and WITHOUT KNOWN
TREATMENT. Add this t o the man-made
microbes in those Bird-flu circuits which will
also mutate immediately, and consider where
YOU STAND NOW.
Do I simply want to scare you? Oh how I
wish I could! Nothing seems to scare you
except having t o present a Social Security
number. They HAVE YOUR NUMBER,
readers, so get with the program.
Will the colloids still work on these
microbes? YES. But if you think you just
think about them and it will clear your headIT WILL NOT. Oh, you can't afford them?
Well, how much do hospitals, doctors, and
funerals cost? So be it. We can't "afford" it
either, but what we can afford and what we get
are entirely two separate THINGS.
Worse yet, the colloids can offer a hit on
the microbes but if you don't get that autoimmune system into working and holding
condition-you still can't survive the intentional
assault of non-treatable microbes and crosses of
viral-bacteriological microbes. WHY DO YOU
THINK AIDS WAS PRESENTED
If you really want to get some input-go
back to last week's paper (CONTAC?) and read
the Front Page interview with Dr. Horowitz. It
came between Christmas and New Year's blindyou dates, so be careful and don't use the paper
to pack away your useless pretties for next year.
If you did that then get another copy. I will
petition Dr. Young to 'rerun that interview in the
next weeks, after you settle down a bit from
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REQUIRES BOTH! Where are YOU now?
Witbin God, you will evolve properly or you will
not for things will be exactly as they will be.
You can write your own desired scenario or be
trapped in another's perceptions-waiting for the
savior which you will then send away. THINK
ABOUT THAT "RAPTURE'! YOU HAD
BEST
GET
ON
WITH
MEETING
RESPONSIBILITY! Spirit can sit on the
clouds-HUMAN CAN NOT! Spirit and Human
are at the two opposing ends of the pole.
As we write on, AND confront the ongoing
perceived problems, we will speak more and
more on these topics, but we will not wallow
you in goo for you are not going to be able to
fly with the goo binding you to your shackles.
TRUTH is for those ready, willing, and able to
KNOW it when they find it. You who complain
and distract are simply complaining, whining,
uninformed distractors of SELF and those upon
whom you foist false information and
irresponsible opinions. We certainly do NOT
need you running our businesses when you can't
even run your daily existence. Yes indeed, get
prepared, for things are going to change.. You
can have any opinion you wish-but you will
NOT run our businesses with YOUR,
ALREADY PROVEN WRONG, opinions.
Always ask yourself: "'Would The Donald or
Turner hire me to run their business empire?"
Act according t o your own response. If you
have not reached the level of either in business,
then save us and self from butting into ours.
Harsh? You are darned right! We are
talking about THE businesses and THE survival
of
and people. What are YOU talking
about?
Is there a seat on the train for you? You
bet, but I wonder how many will even use their
seats or their waiting tickets? Oh, friends, it
won't be crowded enough to annoy your need for
privacy. All are chosen, all are welcome, if they
are wiihin the guide lines-^^^ ALMOST NONE
ACTUALLY COME ABOARD.
w e do not have to y g h t u ANY beast. ~f
the beast be
the
it cannot long
endure within the creative LIGHT of Truth and
GOD. Do you actually want the serial murderer
and self-appointed adversarial malcontent as a
bedfellow or long-journey seat partner? Have we
not been misled along this primrose tulip-lined
pathway long enough?
Ask not God what He can do for you-Ask
what YOU c a n d o for GO^! This is always a
very good approach in all instances.
A firnny one came to me lately: "Can you
walk on water, Sir?" MY in the world would
I want t o walk on water?- I walk on the very
air and soar with the Eagles and beyond. why
in the Universe would 1 need walk on water?
WHO CARES?
However, to my fellow "swimmers": may we
always simply serve in the way God wills it to
be and it will be sufficient unto ALL OUR
NEEDS.
Gwd morning and I salute YOU awakening
students back from vacation and school-break.
The exchange-gift program is over SO let US get
back to our lessons and you get on with YOUR
HOMEWORK. Get again caught up with the
program lest you have -to drop -out right before
graduation. ~ n remember
d
something-I am not
going to repeat and repeat instructions. You
have been given instructions for everything from
how to protect selvesto howtotmvel safely and
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within all laws. If you speed, for instance,
whose lives do YOU jeopardize? When you take
a risk, even in passing another car, WHO ARE
YOU RISKING TO OUR PURPOSE? It is not
"OK" to rush hither and yon as if you are of
no value, or are just hurried, wasted, and useless
(for service). THINK, or I WILL GROUND
YOU. Chances are for gamblers-we need no
gamblers among us and therefore we KNOW
what we do at ALL TIMES and chance-taking
is not longer acceptable just because YOU may
have an urge to get past the car in front.
What's your all-fired hurry? I see, get to your
destination so you can WAIT! So be it but you
may NOT take chances, especially with my team.
Now, let us settle down into that which IS
and prove the workability of succeeding in that
environment as it IS! YOU PROVE NOTHING
BY YOUR ANTICS AND SELF-PROCLAIMED
SUPERIOR OPINIONS. Our opponents would

like nothing better than to KILL you while it
appears to be God-action or your own
independent foolishness. EVERY encounter is
now of urgent importance and I weary of your
attitudes, even in my own circle. Again I ask:
W A T IS YOUU ALL-FIRED HURRY? IF
GOD NEEDED YOU OTHER THAN AS YOU
ARE, HE WOULD HAVE GIVEN YOU WINGS
OR OTHER TOOLS. When "our own" get with
the program we can move on instantly and in
perfection of protection. Think about it, team,
and then let us get on with our service unto God
that He may, in turn, reward our worthy actions
and intentions. If we act like children we shall
surely be treated as same. Have YOU matured
beyond the "druthers" of self? I wonder, and
surely we will see, won't we? WHO, perchance,
is holding up the finalizing of our proposals and
projects? Is it ALWAYS "someone else"? I
don't think so. Salu. .94&
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Aton: A Reminder To Those
66
99
Walking The Truth Bearer Path
1/3/98

ATON

Good morning, little one. It is I, Aton,
the One Light. Be at peace, for there is no
need for alarm. You are quite able to translate
My Energy!
There are many reasons for this interaction
at this time. I have ones all around your globe
bringing forth these messages. What is taking
place in the U.S. is a very focused part of a
much larger picture. There is, indeed, great
pressure on those of you who have chosen to
walk the path of "Truth bearer".
I hsve chosen my crew for this mission for
very PERFECT reasons.
You each
volunteered to participate at this time-some,
for very specific roles, and others on an "as
neededn basis. Some of you have been (or
will be) filling-in for ones who fail to respond
to the call. In that event, you will find that
you will be given to remember past abilities
and talents. If need be, I shall carry you until
such time as you can walk on your own.
With such an event, there is often inner
conhsion as a result of the fast-paced "rampup" cycle often associated with awakening
these abilities. Many or you have Lieen
groomed from early childhood for the roles
that you are now playing. This is to say that,
for a good many of you, yor had to face great
adversarial attacks at an early physical age.
For every one of you who made it this far,
there are three or more who did not. But, so
too are there others waiting and ready to "step
up" if and when the need arises. Never
underestimate the depth of planning of this
mission.
The path that you have chosen is one of
service unto your brethren. This is a most
difficult challenge for the majority of the
physically oriented crew. There are great
EXTERNAL pressures pulling on youpressures to prove your physical worth to
family, neighbors, and friends. Your opponent
is a master a t exploiting any and all
insecurities. If you alIow, even for a moment,
your shielding to drop (frequency to lower),

the adversary will attack in a manner being very lax in their conscious and deliberate
consistent with that of a trapped animal.
efforts to maintain a high-frequency emotional
When you catch yourself feeling angry or state. NO ONE IS BEYOND THE REACH
short tempered with one another, please take OF THE ADVERSARY'S INFLUENCE AT
THE GREATER THE
a moment to breathe in and be thankful for THIS TIME!
the breath that brings you life. In the moment TEACHER,
THE GREATER THE
of TRUE heart-felt appreciation for those ATTACKS.
things that are seemingly small and subtle, you
- I HAVE SENT MY MESSENGERS TO
will not be able to maintain your anger with ASSIST YOU THROUGH THESE
another Lighted soul, and the resultant upward MATTERS, AND I SEE THAT THE
tiequency shift will cause the departure ofthe dark MESSAGE MUST BE REPEATED OVER
energy trying to cause division among you.
AND OVER. WHY? BECAUSE MANY OF .
You will soon be reaping your just rewards YOU "THINK" THAT YOU ARE BEYOND
(returned energy flow) for the years (lifetimes, THE REACH OF THE ADVERSARY AND
in most cases) that y w ones have spent in THAT THE MESSAGE DOES NOT APPLY
preparation in order to' get to your current TO YOU! NO! YOU UNDERESTIMUE
level of perception and understanding. When THE INFLUENCE AND MASTERY OF
you lift up another and help them to their feet, THESE DARK ONES. THESE ONES CAN
so too shall you be lifted up by others. When AND WILL EXPLOIT ANY AND EVERY
you ignore the cry of one in need, so too shall WEAKNESS YOU HAVE. NONE ARE
you be ignored.
BEYOND THIS TESTING. NONE!
There is a speed-up at this time in which
This caution I have sent forth over and
you ones will be witness to near instant over to you ones. Take this message within
manifestation of returned energy flow. This and seek deliberate understanding. Learn to
can work for you or against you, depending FEEL the adversary around you.
upon your alignment with the flow of Creation
The more direct your level of participation,
itself.
the greater the attacks will be. My public
You can no longer hide your true self from receivers are among the most heavily attacked
the world, for if you harbor within yourself ones at this time. I ask that these ones be
any measure of ill intent, animosity, anger and especially attentive to their emotional states.
such for another, it will come back to you Be not offended by another, for you need not
amplified so quickly that the resultant drain is the distractions. Allow the offensive ones to
likely to cause severe reactions as the energy pass through your experience and resist not.
seeks its natural balance. Let go of the past The resistance only keeps these ones around
and move forward! Be quick to forgive and much longer and will only serve to drain you
others will be equally quick to respond to your of your time and energy. Always effort to
lighter, more en-Light-ened state.
maintain the greater perspective on why it is
Those with ample energy are often the ones that you are here at this time.
using their available energy to deliberately help
Hold your heads up when you walk, and
another. Thus energy comes back multiplied, be quick to find reason t o offer another
and the result is often very fulfilling to all assistance, even if it only be a smile of
involved. The focus upon others, rather than appreciation. I know that many of you are
upon self, in a BALANCED interaction, is the getting tired, and I also know the inner
single most important lesson you can perfect- strength and perseverance that you are capable
in that physical domain of experience.
of drawing upon, even if you yourself do not.
On a related subject, I see that many of
I am Aton, the One Light. I am
our physically-oriented crew members are Creator. 1 AM! &
*
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